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ABSTRACT
Practicing planners are facing an increasing number of professional and ethical dilemmas
in their professional lives. As public servants, both elected officials and professionals
have been forced to become more responsive to the public demand and attitudes. As a
result, many of the values influential in the past have been reassessed (Thomas, 1991 ).

On August 29, 1994, the governor of the state of Rhode Island and Providence
Plantations announced a compact for an Indian sponsored gambling casino in the town of
West Greenwich, Rhode Island. The compact was subject to both local and statewide
approval. The referendum would take place nine weeks from the date of the announced
proposal. Citizen reaction was immediate, passionate, and divided. The issue of gaming
was complex; the sense of urgency was conspicuous; and tensions were apparent between
multiple interest groups and stakeholders. Proponents of the casino guaranteed a jackpot
of local job opportunities and wind fall tax revenues . Opponents feared grave disruption
of social , environmental, and economic consequences. Local residents looked to town
leaders for information on how the town would be impacted from the proposal.

This case example is an empirical inquiry which examines a contemporary phenomena
within a real-life context. Illustrative of the case study, this inquiry examines how and
why the writer/planner intervened in a highly acclaimed, politically charged public policy
issue. Subjects discussed include circumstances, principles, value commitments, and
personal characteristics that influenced the behavior of the writer/planner. At the heart of
the study is an assessment of the role of the town planner.
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PREFACE
Problem Statement
Recent discussion about planning practice has been highlighted by the evolution in the
way that planners have seen themselves: as architects, designers, engineers, social
engineers, and most recently as political actors who bargain and negotiate. More recently
post modem planner's role place emphasis on the planner as more than a technical advisor
to bureaucrats. Planners are called upon to inform, influence, encourage, speak about,
and take an active role in the setting of public policy. They are more active participants
in the articulation of and movement toward what is thought (by whom), to be beneficial
and valuable to the planner's client community. This activity is forcing planners to take a
closer look at the ethical and moral dimensions of their practice (Kaufman, 1981 ).

Practical Suggestions For Planning

The analysis of decision making processes and role choices, relative to professional and
ethical concerns, are planning concepts that deserve careful examination by planner's in
every facet of theory and practice. These normative concepts in contemporary settings
are susceptible to theoretical scrutiny and have practical implications. In positioning for
and managing controversial situations, ambiguity and discretion in planners' roles have
been the topic of professional discussion in the past. However, recent research is calling
for a closer look at why these difficult situations occur and how to handle the dilemmas
they present (Thomas , 1991 and Feld, 1989).
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Case Example As Context of Analysis of Planner's Role

It is clear that town planners as an occupational group, have little basis for claims to
professional autonomy. They have some discretion to put forward their own professional
concepts in planning, but the use made of these ideas in practice depends on the control
of the profession by other interests. Planners in local government have to rely on the
legitimization of their ideas, both through the statutory system and through the local
political system. There can be tension between state or federal and local government
perceptions, and between each; and the expectations of the various groups which
comprise the "public ". Planners are called on to mediate these tensions, but the outcome
depends on the planner's position in relation to the balance of power between the different
interests.

Nature and Scope of Project

This inquiry explores theoretical perspectives on influences that play a part in shaping the
role of professional planning and the work of the contemporary practicing planners. The
goal of this study is to add to the discussion of how planners deal with controversial
situations. The objective is to provide first hand information about how the
writer/planner managed professional and ethical concerns which occurred during the nine
week time of study. More specifically, in the context of perceived controversy, how did
writer/planner perceive issues; articulate concerns; and chose action to address the issues
of concern; with whom ; and with what consequences.
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PROJECT OVERVIEW

The topics for discussion throughout this project are focused on the broad topics of the
role of the planner; the profession of planning; and some of the many questions posed by
current research on the influences which shape the role of the practicing planner. What
can be learned about the influences which shaped the role, and impacted the behavior of
the writer/planner? What happens when professional ideas about public policy clash with
others? The case example explores scholarly theories to these and others questions. The
purpose of this qualitative research study is to better understand the professional planning
process and dynamics which were set in motion during the time of study . The project
will be presented in the following chapters :

Chapter One: Literature Review
This chapter briefly discusses the evolution of planning thought: the ongoing tension
between the role of the planner as value neutral technical advisor and the more politically
influential role of the planner as an active participant in the planning process; and, how
this role orientation can be problematic in contemporary planning practice. The more
politically active contemporary planners behave in their professional activity , the more
likely they are to confront dilemmas concerning their response. The next questions are
how to deal with these uncertain circumstances; and what influences play a part in
shaping the profession , as well as the planner? In describing the case example, the
references establi sh a theoretical framework within which context the assessment of the
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characteristics which influence the behavior, and shape the role of the practicing planner
in situations with professional and ethical concerns are explored.

Chapter Two: Theoretical Framework
This qualitative case study (Yin, 1989) is an empirical inquiry that examines a
contemporary phenomena in a practical situation. This project method assigns value to
the relationships between the professional planner, elected officials, and local residents.
The theoretical models utilized for analysis emphasize those relationships and will assess
various activities and professional role orientation during the time of study. More
specifically, this section will construct the schema for the description of the professional
planning process, and writer/planner's actions in terms of: (a) observable aspects which
include activities and visible behavior; and, (b) unobservable aspects which include
values, thoughts and feelings. The outcomes of this project include linking the
observable actions that defined the role of the writer/planner with the less perceptible
personal characteristics which shaped decisions to act.

Chapter Three: Case Example
This portion of the report is a narrative retrospective of chronology of events during the
nine week time of study. As participant-observer (Babbie, 1992 and Yin, 1989), the
writer/planner assembled primary data that were originally recorded from personal copies
of a planning office telephone log book; daily planning journal and calendar; meeting and
conversation notes ; as well as summaries of interviews and site visits. Narrative rhetoric
is used as an effective means of conveying the integrated details of the context,
participants, conditions, events, and actions in an overall recounting of this case example.
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Chapter Four: Findings
This chapter relates the rationale for particular activities undertaken by the writer/planner
in this case example to the theoretical framework. As an empirical study (Yin, 1989) on
behavior, the findings will discuss the types of planning related activities (observable)
that defined the role of the writer/planner as experienced in the case example.

Chapter Five: Conclusions - A Planners Perspective
Conclusions will discuss the (unobservable) aspects which shaped writer/planner's
decisions to act. More precisely, this section represents a personal account of the
writer/planner's reflection and will further relate the steps outlined in the theoretical
framework to articulate and explain the thoughts, feelings, wishes, value commitments,
and personal characteristics which contributed to the "whole role" (Baum, 1988), as
experienced in the case example.
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CHAPTER ONE: LITERATURE REVIEW
Planning is a normative endeavor entailing choices between alternative courses of action
and sets of foreseen outcomes. Associated with these choices are ethical issues. At a
time when more emphasis is being given to ethics in society in general and to ethics in
professions in particular, it is important to know what planners believe to be the ethical
underpinnings of their practice and where these positions come from (Hendler, 1991 ).

Introduction

Selected references from the planning theory literature focuses on how and why planners
chose action in controversial situations identified as posing dilemmas. This chapter will
summarize current writings. First, an examination of the literature will explore popular
theoretical perspectives that reflect the influences that informed planning practice in the
past. Next is a discussion of the practical situations, such as professional and ethical
dilemmas which planners are currently facing , and explanations as to why these
phenomena are occurring. Third is an examination of recurring questions of "what now"
in planning theory and prescriptions about future research. And last, a consideration of
the implications in the literature for individual planners and the planning profession is
reviewed. This chapter concludes with a statement of the project organization and how
this empirical study is justified in the context of current literature.

I. POPULAR PERSPECTIVES OF PLANNING THEORY
In order to better appreciate the evolution of planning thought that addresses the topics of
this section; it is appropriate to review the content of earlier debates about planning and
the historical dynamics of the role of planners in practice. Below is a summary of the
most popular theories on traditional roles :

Traditional Theory
The first role model to be discussed, was the dominant model for planners during the
1950s and early 60s. According to Huw Thomas ( 1991 ), the primary tasks of planning
centered around urban building and rebuilding; skills required were those associated with
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existing professions. Planning problems were focused on uncontrolled urban growth,
poor sanitation, transportation and public services. He goes on to say that early
methodologies were straight-forward applications of the "design standards" approach of
the more established professions such as engineering, architecture, and public health.
Many writers see these as the substantive components of the planning process. Social
reforms led the way to new models after the urban renewal developments of the 1960s
gave rise to disruptions of city plans.

Donald Schon(l 982) writes that the traditional view of planning knowledge, often
presented without differentiation as a view of what planners do and ought to know , is the
doctrine of technical rationality. According to this view, planning is an instrumental
adjustment of means to ends. The planner's task in any situation is, first, to set out the
purposes to be achieved and the measures of their achievement. The purposes themselves
are usually assumed to be given by the client, by established policy, by an interrogation of
social preferences, or by the political process. The planner must then identify the variou s
possible means available to determine the relevant consequences likely to result from
their pursuit, and elect the course of action likely to achieve the desired purposes at
minimum cost.

The Dynamic History of Planners Knowledge
Schon goes on to say that with the development of the city planning movement in the
early years of thi s century , planners first gained visibility, power, and professional status.
Following World War II, probably as a result of military and economic planning in
wartime America. the idea of central planning extended its scope from comprehensi ve
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and master planning for towns to such fields as urban renewal, urban and regional
transportation , health services, public education, mental health, and criminal justice. In
these domains, among many others, the centralist planner operated from the base of
institutions created and legitimized through legislation brought into being by a coalition
of political forces. The planner framed his role at the center of a system for which he
planned, in relation to agencies which would implement his plans and clienteles who
would benefit from them. His system of knowledge-in-practice dealt with the framing of
objectives and goals, the imaging of a desirable future, the description of baseline
conditions, the identification of alternative strategies of action, the description of
constraints to be circumvented or removed , the mapping of the system to be influenced,
and the prediction of the consequences of action . Later, planners also came to be
concerned with the feasibility of implementing plans and the political problems of
"selling" them.

Expansion of Planners Roles
As notions of a growing pluralist society , with conflicts of interest, both between groups
in society and consequently, between politicians and experts, thoughts about the
relationships between politicians and experts in making public decisions emerged. Focus
was centered on the planner's role, tasks , and the planning process. Notions of identifying
multiple clients emerged as planners dealt with complex urban development.
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Advocacy Planning - A Call to be More Active
Pierre Clave! ( 1994) writes about the work of Paul Davidoff in the 1960s and 1970s and
the tradition associated with advocacy planners and how their work evolved and was a
bridge from an earlier, more monolithic culture to what may now emerge as a different
and more diverse one. Advocacy planning began in response to political practices that
combined a superficial pluralism with the effective exclusion of the poor and minorities,
and also in response to a professional culture that was monolithic in its devotion to the
physical plan, the independent planning commission and a not easily accessible public
interest. An essentially assimilationist view prevailed, that cities develop toward a single
model , the melting pot of ethnicity's believed to produce a homogeneous "American"
culture.

Barry Checkoway ( 1994) writes that Davidoff was an unyielding force for justice and
equity in planning. Before his death in 1984, Davidoff made major contributions as a
practitioner, educator, and intellectual whose writings have lasting significance for
planning thought and action. Davidoff viewed planning as a process to address a wide
range of societal problems; to improve conditions for all people while emphasizing
resources and opportunities for those lacking in both ; and to expand representation and
participation of traditionally excluded groups in the decisions that affect their lives. He
challenged planners to promote participatory democracy and positive social change; to
overcome poverty and racism as factors in society ; and to reduce disparities between rich
and poor.
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Identifying The Client

Davidoff ( 1970) speaks of two general classes: the immediate client, or the planner's
employer, and the ultimate clients, those citizens affected by the planning proposals. The
planner must therefore take a preliminary step: the identification of his clients. Often
terms of employment prescribe the reference group for the planner's activity . But in
public planning with intervening administrative and legislative levels, the ability to easily
to identify clients is a difficult task and often sidestepped.

Notions of tensions between distinguishing the immediate and ultimate client were
highlighted by Herbert Gans (1991) who viewed the planner not as a reformer nor as a
professional who is free to impose her/his expertise and values on the people for whom
s/he plans, but as a public official. As such, s/he ought rather to be the public servant,
helping citizens solve their problems and achieve their goals, except when these goal s
have antisocial and self-destructive consequences. In this process, the planner ought to
propose a variety of programs to solve problems and achieve goals so that people have
maximum choice. When determining the public interest in a heterogeneous population is
difficult, this planning model proposes the allocation of resources so that the maximum
benefits accrue to all , interest groups and communities the planner feels are in the greatest
need of public benefits. Gans argues that the rational model which serves multiple
groups can be found in democratic theory and principles of social justice. His approach
to planning practice was exemplified in the work of the Cleveland City Planning
commission and its chief planner of the 1970s, Norman Krumholz.
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During the 1970s Norman Krumholz ( 1982) believed the victims of the urban crisis were
primarily the poor and working class residents of central cities. Krumholz said to solve
urban problems planners must give priority to their needs, perhaps at the expense of other
groups needs. This, however, means abandoning one of the planning profession's most
cherished myths--that the planner is an apolitical technician , promoting goals that are
widely accepted through the use of professional standards that are objectively correct.
Thi s fanciful notion has helped planners justify highway construction, urban renewal
projects, and other public actions that have devastated poor and working class
neighborhoods and have left central cities in worse condition .

Beyond Land Use Planning
Later, Krumholz (1994) writes that Davidoff' s influential article "Advocacy and
Pluralism in Planning" challenged ideas with more power and clarity than had been seen
up to that time. Krumholz says he was impacted by the challenge to a number of beliefs
that were widely accepted in the planning profession during the 1960s. Among them
were the notions that city planning was apolitical and, instead of serving a narrow
political objective, served the public interest; a unitary plan prepared by a public agency
was adequate to express the interests of the entire community; and city planning was the
planning of land uses which , if artfully done, with attention to greenspace and the close
proximity of linked activities, would improve the quality of city life. Davidoff, ever the
champion of justice and equity in planning, offered practitioners a way to broaden the
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area of concern beyond purely physical planning and showed that city planning was
inevitably a method of policy selection that was firmly imbedded in the political process.

Challenging Theories of Situational Expectations
Baum (1988) In his work "Why Do Planners Do What They Do? The Little We Know
and The Lot We Don't" ( 1988) says traditional planning theorists have emphasized one
type of model: the expectation that planners collect and analyze abstract information
about problems and goals, and that planners should respond to situations without
considering either political interests or personal values. He writes that traditional
theorists assume that "situations" are readily defined, and not ambiguous, so that it is self
evident what an intelligent response should be. They tend to overlook, unlike the more
recent writers on activist participation of planners in the planning process, the ways
planners can shape public definitions of situations. He suggests that most current
research concentrates on political situations and pays Jess attention to analytic situations.
An implicit, even if unintended, normative message of this focus is a dichotomy: planners
should emphasize political outcomes rather than "scientific" data analysis. An implicit
empirical statement is that analysis will not significantly impact reductions of interested
political stakeholders.
Schon (I 982) writes that by the mid-sixties, the public at large, and planners themselves ,
were becoming increasingly aware of the counterintuitive consequences, the harmful side
effects , and the unwanted by-products of implemented plans. Plans designed to solve
problems failed to solve them , or created problems worse that the problems they had been
designed to solve. Some of the phenomena planners were most anxious to influence --
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poverty , crime, urban congestion, and decay--seemed tenaciously resistant to intervention.
Planners were found sometimes deliberately, sometimes unintentionally to be serving
interests incongruent with their espoused values. Social critics, and also angry political
constituencies, demonstrated that plans had meaning and consequence in areas well
beyond the scope envisaged by planners. As the scope and complexity of planning
increased, planners found that available techniques and models were inadequate to the
tasks of analysis, diagnosis, and prediction. As planning issues became increasingly
controversial, planning problems came to be seen more like dilemmas, involving
conflicting values, interests, and ideologies whose resolution seemed not to be amenable
to empirical inquiry.

Planners and Power
Increasingly, in the 1970s and early 1980s, planning theorist focused attention on the
practical evidence that planning work was not undertaken solely in a technical mode, but
in a more interactive fashion in a process with multiple and often competing interests.
In his article on planner' s use of information , John Forester (1982) , writes that if planners
ignore those in power, they assure their own powerlessness. Alternatively , if planners
understand how relations of power work to structure the planning process , they can
improve the quality of their analyses and empower citizen and community action as well.
Planners in may areas are legally mandated to make democratic citizen participation in
the planning process a reality rather that a romantic promise. However, planners often
have had little influence upon the implementation of the plan s that they produced. Those
pain staking plans have too often ended on the shelf or have been used to further political
purposes that were never intended to serve. Given these conditions of work and the
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political setting of planning practice, how then can planners work to fulfill their legal
mandates to foster a genuinely democratic planning process? What power may planners
have? In a time of retrenchment, these questions become more, and not less important
than ever.

II. TRADITIONAL TO CONTEMPORARY
Planning Models Not Adequate for Complex Society
Klosterman ( 1981) describes how the last two decades in planning ideology and
education have increasingly emphasized the planner's role as an applied scientist. The
simplistic assumptions of the early profession have been replaced by an increased reliance
on the theories and models of the social sciences. Aspects of contemporary planning
education reflect this conception of the planner-as-scientist in its emphasis on statistics,
planning methods and substantive theories of economics, sociology, regional science,
and on the positive social sciences. He goes on to say that traditional approaches have
been supplemented by proposals for advocacy planning in which planners promote the
interests of community groups and for limiting planning's role to providing information to
existing multi-centered policy-making processes. However, Klosterman argues that
neither of these approaches eliminates the need for planner to deal with substantive
ethical issues, and advocate planners must select the interests which are and are not to be
represented in the planning process. Policy-making processes require a determination of
(among other things) which studies are to be conducted, which data collected, and what
findings provided to which community groups. Since the answers given to each of these
questions affect the final policy which is adopted, they necessarily involve substantive
ethical issues which must be resolved (either explicitly or implicitly) by planners.
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More controversy and Problematic Role For Planners

Schonn ( 1982) writes that the institutional context of practice is notoriously unstable, and
there are many contending views of the profession, each of which carries a different
image of the planning role and a different picture of the body of useful knowledge.
Presently, for example, planners function variously as designer, plan makers, critics,
advocates of special interest, regulators, managers, evaluators, and intermediaries. In
planning as in other professions, each role tends to be associated with characteristic
values, strategies, techniques, and bodies of relevant information. In the planning
profession , however, images of role have evolved significantly in relatively brief periods
of time. The profession, which came into being around the turn of the century moved in
succeeding decades through different ideas in good currency about planning theory and
practice , partly in response to changes in context shaped by planners themselves. The
history of the evolution of planning roles can be understood as a global conversation
between the planning profession and its situation.

Role Choices for Planners
According to Jerome Kaufman (1981 ), among the numerous historical ways that planners
have seen themselves -- as architects, designers, engineers, social engineers , and most
recently , political actors--, recent images have stressed that the planner is something more
than a bureaucrat as technical functionary . Planners create, influence, speak about,
encourage , stimulate, or otherwise take part in the setting of public policy . They do more
than passively carry out the decisions and goals of others. They are active participants in
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the articulation of and movement toward that which is thought to be the public good,
beneficial, and valuable for the planner's client community and its citizens.

III. PRACTICAL PROBLEMS IN CONTEMPORARY PLANNING AND WHY
Learning on the job can be problematic for many contemporary planners. It is important
to build skills and acquire knowledge through experience and over time . The reality of
this is that may planners are experiencing situations that present difficult choices on how
to respond as a professional. As a result, according to Healy (in Th mas, 1991 ), planners
must constantly reassess their position on any issue-is it legitimate in terms of their role
as an effective planner. can it be justifies, it rational , fair, equitable and why?

Normative Influence
Many of the writers about planning ethics refer to the normative foundation s of planning.
For example Richard Klosterman ( 1976) writes the planning profession in the United
States grew out of and has been in large part shaped by two very important intellectual
traditions. First is the widespread Western Civilization faith in ration ality and science
which has viewed planning as the institutionalized application of the methods and
findings of science to social affairs. Second in the United States, has been the great
tradition of middle-class reform which uses planning as a means for improving
government.

According to Hendler (1991 ), planning is a moral endeavor in which planners must make
ethical choices. Associated with these choices are ethical issues, which range from
procedural que tion s such as conflict of interest to substantive questions such as whether
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planners should advocate the rights of minority groups. These and related issues require
planner to make decisions that conform, implicitly or explicitly, to established
perspectives of what constitutes ethical behavior. An enhanced role of ethics in planning
curricula and professional practice should focus attention on the substantive moral
content inherent to the field. What sort of substantive values should planners have, and
should planning professionals be autonomous problem -solvers or should they conform
only to the expectations of an employer? It is often difficult to find explicit mention of
substantive values in planning, however a place to start is the planning organization ' s
code of professional ethics and conduct. The American Institute of Certified Planners
contains principles regarding the natural and built environments , disadvantaged groups,
and the importance of ethics . However, this code and that of the American Planning
Association , have been criticized as being insubstantial and vague.

Discretion and Planning Decisions

According to Wachs ( 1984) planners face possible conflicts of interest and ambiguities
regarding their responsibilities to the public. Planners exercise judgement on behalf of
the public. Approval of building plans, determination of the line and grade of a highway ,
and the choice of location for a sewage treatment plant are just a few examples of
planners ' decisions which affect the public welfare and deliver gains and losses to
individual citizens. Through decisions of this type , planners participate directl y in the
governance of society: while laws enacted by elected representatives set down basic
parameters, they generally leave much unspecified.
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Healy (in Thomas, 1991) goes on to say that planners have wide discretion when making
decisions about the nature and scope of their services. Planners have both responsibility
and discretion as professionals, yet in a democratic society, they are rarely directly
responsible to the electorate. Planners share with other bureaucrats and professionals a
responsibility for shaping the physical and institutional environments within which
citizens live. Planners are however, removed from the direct accountability which binds
elected officials to the citizenry and should therefore, examine the special responsibilities
and ethical dilemmas posed by their administrative discretion.

Elizabeth Howe (1994) agrees with this perspective, and suggests that planners have
available to them three rather different images of the purpose and role of the profession .
The first emphasizes indirect responsibility to the public through loyal service to elected
officials. A second has seen the planner as a more politically active and autonomous
actor in the planning process. The third has stressed the role of the planner as a facilitator
of the planning process. While the roles actually played out by the planners is more
diverse than these three models, most contemporary planners draw from one or another as
a starting place. Each of these roles provides a different answer to the central ethical
question of the relationship between the expert planner, elected officials, and the public at
large. Indeed, each role is associated with a distinctively different approach to ethics and
practice. Planners in the first model see themselves as a loyal servant of elected officials
are often content to leave the definition of goals to the decision makers. Their views of
ethics focuses substantially on procedural actions that they judge to be right or wrong in
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themselves. Planners in the second model see themselves as more active, independent
actors and are much more likely to be motivated by a strong commitment to a particular
concept of "the good", or the public interest, which they strive to realize through the
planning process. Although they often work to increase their own autonomy while still
recognizing the legitimate primacy of elected officials, they do no automatically defer to
them (Howe, 1994). In the third model, planners who see themselves as facilitators of the
planning process are centrally concerned with fairness and the openness of that process.
They see their role in relation to other actors as somewhat independent but responsive,
bringing groups together to work out solutions to conflicts.

IV. HOW TO PREPARE FOR DIFFICULT PLANNING SITUATIONS
Increased awareness of practical dilemmas has sharpened the focus on why situations
presenting dilemmas are occurring and how to better prepare and respond.

Howe and Kaufman ( 1981) maintain that the difficulties of practicing for contemporary
planners stems from the theoretical prescriptions of role models which are either so
broadly defined that they can be variously interpreted or the "norms" may conflict with
others' view. Partly because of such conflict and ambiguity, all planners may not reach
the same conclusion about what is appropriate or inappropriate response to similar
situations.

In the final analysis however the planner does not have the last word in the outcomes of
their actions. Howe (1994) argues that planners do not serve private citizens but provide
policy advice and administer support to public officials who retain control over the public
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bureaucracies in which they work. Planners are not ciphers. They do have discretion in
the way they develop and give policy advice and in the way they implement planning
procedures. The opportunity for independent action will vary depending on the given
situation including the planner, the decision makers, the agency, and the larger political
environment, but presenting policy advice and implementing plans always allows some
room for independent judgment and action.

Current Value Commitments
In discussing the topic of roles and their influences, Howe and Kaufman ( 1981 ), state that
a possible explanation for differences in perceptions among planners could be traced to a
central and continuing conflict in planning: how can planners maintain their technical
integrity , yet at the same time, be politically effective? Planning has been struggling over
the question of its proper stance as a public profession in a democratic society. The issue
has often been posed as a choice between the polar models of the planner as technician
and the planner as a political actor. The former is defined as technically expert, value
neutral , and responsible to the public through the political decision-makers s/he serve
But s/he is also dependent on those same political decision-makers for the
implementation of "good" advice and plans. The latter, as an ideal type, is overtly value
committed, perceived as more responsive to the community groups or issues s/he thinks
are particularly related to the public interest, and more open to work actively through the
political system to implement the plans. Only in recent years have there been attempts to
think in terms of a role which combines aspects of both technical and political roles to
achieve both integrity and effectiveness.
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What Is Happening Now
Some of the more recent studies (Howe, 1994 and Healy, 1991) reflect the current feeling
among practicing planners as to the ambiguous nature of their roles in the planning
process. Planners do have their own independent, professional ideas of good policy,
which can be quite different from those held by the decision makers or the public at large
(Howe, 1994). Therefore, what is happening now is that discretion and ambiguity lead to
dilemmas in practice when planner's professional values clash with other stakeholders .
Examining the practicing planners behavior and choice of roles is an important topic for
current planning research.

Klosterman (as cited in Wachs, 1985) argues that along with the increased theoretical and
methodological sophistication in planning practice, such as computer-assisted techniques
and simulation models , linear programming, and regression analysis, has come a neglect
of the profession's reform heritage . Implicit in the emphasis on analytic techniques and
social science theory is a view of the planner as a "value-free technician " who collects
and analyzes "factual " data concerning the means for achieving public policy objectives
but avoids the "value " questions of defining these objectives which is carried out by the
political process .

Wachs (1989) writes that planners do a great deal of analysis. They rely increasingl y on
data banks, statistical methods, mathematical models and computers. Planning school s
must teach quantitative methods to qualify for accreditation . While not every planner
employs every method, analytical techniques in common use include cohort-survival
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population forecasting, benefit-cost analysis, input-output analysis, traffic impact studies,
housing market studies and many more. Planners also do surveys, construct data bases
using survey results, and employ such complex technical databases as land-use
information systems. To the extent that planners are successful in influencing the
policies and actions of government, they are acting politically, in the most fundamental
sense of the word, because their actions determine "who gets what, when, and how". As
a result, their decisions and actions necessarily involve ethical concerns such as balancing
the conflicting interest of the members of society. He states that it seems impossible both
in practice and in principle to limit planning to only the factual considerations of means .
Planners need not, in fact, cannot separate planning analysis from planning values by
focusing only on technical questions of public policy.
He argues that planners are trapped between competing models of their role as scientists
who analyze data to discover the truth and to arrive at the best course of action; or
advocates who use data and models to prove that a course of action preferred by a client
or employer is the best choice in a given situation. He proposes planners can go further
and combine their dual commitment of scientific analysis and social reform in the rational
consideration of the difficult but important question of defining public policy objectives.
If this does happen and the rational evaluation and justification of public policy values
joins the scientific analysis of public policy means as a guiding ideal of the profession ,
the implication for both theory and practice is far reaching.
However, Baum (1988) discounts this approach to examining the history of planning
thought. He writes that much of the current empirical study of planners focuses too much
attention on political questions. In particular, researchers want to know whether planner
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recognize the interests implicated in issues, what values they bring to situations, and
whether planners have strategic skills for dealing with involved parties. This interest
forwards both an intellectual and political agenda. It is an intellectual reaction to
traditional theory and its description of planning as analysis, with the implication that
political involvement is not planning. It is a political reaction to the complaints of some
planners and community groups of having little influence over planning and development
decisions . The contemporary researchers seek to show that planners are always involved
because of the nature of the planning process and that deliberate efforts by planners to act
politically are necessary for serving rationality and equity.

V. WHAT NOW? NEXT STEPS
What Now ? Perspectives on What Should and Do Influence Planning Practice.
There is an abundance of planning literature that focuses on the influences on role of the
planner within the planning process. References used in this section draw substantially
on theoretical perspectives that explore a particular theme arising from the question of
what influences (or should influence) the planning profession and the role of the
individual practicing planner. Each discu ss ion looks at how the writer approaches the
concepts associated with what specific element(s) influence planning practice and why it
is relevant to this research project.
Practicing planners draw on a variety of resources, both professionally and personally, to
make decision in their work lives where a clear path is not always evident. According to
Howe (1994) ambiguity and discretion are indicators of the somewhat problematic status
of planner's role within and outside the realms of professional planning. When
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professional ideas conflict with those of others, what influences the role choices of
planners. More specifically, when practical experience presents dilemmas, how do
practicing planners express their professional commitments, both through actions and
how they felt as a consequence of those actions. Different theoretical models present
different approaches with a variety of possible expectations. But do these models
recognize the complex changes in contemporary planning practice? Many of those
interested in the topic argue they do not. How then, do planners prepare for controversy?

Focus on Education As Force for Change
Forester (1994) in his discussion on advocacy planning and the challenges of balancing
interests for planners writes that in day-to-day work, notions of interest and community
are politically shaped--not only by planners' imaginations, but by who speaks and who
does not, who attends meetings and who does not, which interests have articulate and
effective advocates and which do not. Suggestions of "interest" and "community" are
constantly put forward and interpreted, constructed and reconstructed. He goes on to add
that conflicting, ambiguous and evolving situations present planners not just with
potential confusion, but also with many opportunities. For example in between the naive
assumption that interests are always changeable and the presumption that they are fixed is
the arena in which planners actually have to work and learn as they go. But this is the
arena of democratic politics: of inevitable limited time, poor information, competing
views, suspicious and conflicting parties, loud and not always happy voices. Democratic
politics and planning processes mean conflict and argument, contention and debate ,
which are a good deal easier for theorists to write about than for planners to encourage
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and facilitate; especially when the planners are responsible for getting things done and
serving may interests at the same time.

Current Planning Research
Baum ( 1988) feels that the current research grows out of the concerns which stimulated
empirical study of planning. One was planners' growing complaints that their reports
were ignored. The second was citizens complaints that, contrarily, plans for urban
renewal and its descendants were being implemented and were harming communities.
Both concerns led to a focus on the politics of planning: who influenced decisions, and
whose interests did they serve. These writers emphasized the inescapable political
meanings of seemingly "technical" analysis. In compensating for past oversights by
concentrating on the methodology of planning, they tended to suggest that planning is, if
not only politics, at least mostly politics. Many researchers have emphasized a new
situation as the determinant of planners' actions.
According to Forester (1994 ), fostering and indeed democratizing public debate requires
special abilities from planners: diplomatic skills of listening, acknowledging, negotiating,
mediating, probing, inventing, reconciling , facilitating, organizing, and more. Without
these skills, planners will seek refuge in expertise and bureaucratic inaccessibility. They
will anticipate the prospect of debating plural plans with fear, not relish ...... How do the
most skillful planning practitioners respond to both the specific interests and visions of
"community"? How do they not only respond to "I want; but also illuminate and
encourage We can"? To ask such questions is a matter in part of rethinking planning
education--of recognizing that planners learn at least as much from insightful stories as
from social scientists' studies of what works under what conditions. Concerned about
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how they might act in the face of contentious public meetings, where the organized
threaten to drown out the less organized, where the affluent have lawyers and the poor
have other things to do that evening, planners can learn in several ways. From reflecting
upon their own experience, and also by watching others, from listening to dramatically
vivid and emotionally realistic accounts of how another planner handled a case, or from
reading thoughtful commentaries on actual cases. If the bad news is that social science
provides know-what rather that know-how, the good news is that judgment and practice
can be learned and taught, perhaps coached. This can be happen not only via quasiscientific studies, but through insightful stories, relevant examples, and critically
examined experience as well. So planning education must complement model-building
in labs with community-seeing in fieldwork , solving technical problems with listening
and responding to ambiguous expressions of needs and interests.

Focus on Codes
Sue Hendler ( 1994), asserts professional planning codes may play a number of roles .
They may express normative ideals for the profession, provide pragmatic guidelines for
everyday behavior, communicate to clients and employers the expectations that are
warranted in terms of roles and responsibilities of professionals and instruct the public,
and students of the professions about the purpose and perspective of the profession. It is
this multi-faceted nature of professional codes that make them subject to problems as
well as promise.
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A Remedy for Planners
In responding to a request for action to the planning profession's commitment to equal
opportunity espoused in the AICP Code of ethics, Feld ( 1986 and 1989) challenges
planners to pursue the professional commitments in all cities by rejecting artificial
constrains on the scope of the profession. She asserts that planners, by drawing upon
their professional ethical commitments, can lead a process to provide a socially and
economically equitable future for their communities. The broad-based comprehensive
approach grounded in participatory planning and built upon special knowledge of
communities within the moral imperatives of the profession will allow planners, in
concert with government and citizens, to bring about choice and opportunity and,
ultimately, the socially just city.

Focus on Personal Characteristics of Planner
Challenging the posture of these arguments, Baum ( 1988) asks -- if planners are in fact
persons in situations--, then it is reasonable to ask what about their personhood influences
their actions in conjunction with situational elements. Most observers give deserved
weight to a variety of abilities and skills in both analysis and politics, but planners are
much more than toolboxes. The question becomes what else about them affects their
practice? In order to understand why planners plan as they do, future researchers must
look at the situations planners encounter, their actions in these situations, and the personal
characteristics influencing their actions.
Baum ( 1988) warns that some planning education proceeds without an empirical answer
to a fundamental question: Why do planners plan in the ways they do? He suggests that
only a systematic examination of what planners do in particular situations will make it
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possible to examine this relationship between planners actions and the context in which
they act. Do the situations largely determine the actions? Or do planners act in ways
congruent or not with their situation? Studying planners' personal characteristics is
important because it will help to answer the question : when situations offer planners
discretion (as nearly all do), why do they act in the ways they do?

Krumholz (1982) challenged the importance of something the planning literature usually
does not address ; the planner as a distinct force in affecting the outcome of decisions .
Planning literature conveyed notions that planners are locked into predetermined
activities unless they have a base of power, have supportive clients, face few barriers
from others, and perform objectives of professional planning. Many writers agree that
these and other contextual factors are important to the outcomes of planners activities .
However, as illustrative of Krumholz experience, the personal inclinations of the
planners, such as willing to take risks , to be assertive, and to confront conflict rather than
avoid is also important to the outcome of planners work. A planner' s personality can
indeed be an important factor in determining what course planning follows and what it
can accomplish . For that matter, personality can al so work to hinder the opportunities of
planners who may be overly cautious and security minded.

Prescriptions For The Future of Planning
Since situations are defined by planners and the profession as being ambiguous,
discretionary and not readily defined, many current writers share some common
prescriptions for the direction of future planning research. One is that researchers need to
examine the behavior of practicing planners in order to identify the influences on their
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role, and in particular, their role in difficult situations that present ambiguity and
discretion .
According to Feld ( 1989), planners have responded in a variety of ways to the ethical
dilemmas arising in public policy decision making. There are a wide range of responses
that planners can make to ethical challenges. Questions which relate to critical concerns
for planning educators and practitioners include: What are the responsibilities of planners
in applying their knowledge of the complex dynamic of communities to situations
involving political conflict? What are the roles and responsibilities of the professional
planner in a politically troubled situation? Does a planner who "gets along by going
along" bear a moral responsibility for the political outcome? What guidelines or
yardsticks are being taught to prepare planners for making the ethical and moral choices
that are inherent in these situations? What is being taught to provide the will and skills
necessary to implement such decision?

VI. IMPLICATIONS
Since most planners work in public sector, ambiguity and discretion are important
concepts that deserve careful consideration. However, according to Forester (1994)
planning and planning theory are in no more crisis today than are the humanities and the
social sciences generally. When different "paradigms" compete and pose problems
differently, that is a sign of health, not intellectual poverty . We should stop looking for a
unified field theory, a single common measure of excellence, or for a happy consensus in
which architects and economists will love each other. and we should instead explore the
real possibilities to improve planning practices so they serve human need . Even with this
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one issue of democratic deliberation, some will approach the issue via political economy,
some via computer-based decision support systems, some via psychology and groups
processes, and some perhaps through the uses of visual imagination. Our task is not to
force a choice among such approaches but to learn what is yet possible, to build on the
best available work to see more that we saw yesterday, to be able to share the results with
one another, and to be able to listen and respond, to act better as well.

Ethics And Planning Education
Kaufman ( 1993) writes that ethical judgments are involved, sometimes explicitly but
more often implicitly , in may planning activities including collecting and analyzing data,
forecasting, cost-benefit analysis, dealing with the public, administering and managing
programs, drafting plans and policies, and implementing plans . Part of the challenge to
those teaching ethics in planning schools is to help charge up the ethical batteries of
students so that they see more clearly the pervasive ethical dimensions involved in
planning work. Planning students need to be appraised of the ethical norms of the
profession they are choosing to enter. This means exposing them to the provision of the
codes of planning ethics and to the views of reflective educators and practitioners about
what is right and wrong for planners to do. At the same time, there needs to be balance to
avoid teach ethics in a way that is too strongly normative. That is, only one right or
wrong thing to do . Planning students need to have an understanding of the kinds of
ethical issues and dilemmas that planners actually face in their work. These issues can
range from being pressured to change professional judgment, to being tempted to
manipulate information , to reconciling conflicts between loyalty to one 's employer and
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loyalty to the public interest. Reporting the results of studies of ethical view of planners,
playing portions of taped interviews of planners, and inviting selected planners to speak
in class about the ethical dilemmas and how they resolved them are useful ways of
bringing a reality to the dimension of the classroom environment.

According to Marcia Feld ( 1989), responses to question about the responsibilities of
planners in applying their knowledge of the complex dynamics of communities and
situations involving political conflict are generally centered around the ethical concerns
of the planners' moral imperative to validly apply professionally shaped knowledge and
values when employed by a community whose majority political consensus is contrary to
that of the profession 's commitment to the Just Society.

On the issue of the role of the planner, Hendler (1991) asks whether planners should do
only what is asked by an employer or develop a professional stance on an issue and stick
to it even in the face of adversity? While educating planning students to believe that they
will be able to solve problems on their own and in a vacuum is misguided, it seems that it
is equally wrong to train planners to do merely what they are told . What is the value of
professions other than the recognition of the importance of independent professional
judgments? Hendler believes that planning students need to develop the tools of ethical
analysi s: taking a systematic approach to examining situations in order to arrive at bases
for informed ethical judgment; and to facilitate its application in the planner's work life.
She adds further, if planning has its own set of ethical concerns and values, these deserve
to be identified and discussed. Thi s can occur in the pages of a journal , inside the walls
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of a meeting room in which a new or revised planning code is being discussed, and in the
classrooms and hallways of academe. There is opportunity and challenge here for
practitioners, students, and educators alike to extend planning education and practice to
encompass matters of moral discourse, focus attention on the dynamics between
individual and organization, generate dialogue on ethical issues, and forge new principles
to which the profession may aspire.

Commonalties and Differences of Theoretical Perspectives
Common themes that were brought out in the literature review include:
•

agreement among writers on the present tension between the technical , political, and
social aspect of planning; and the need to address ways of better linking theory and
practice

•

traditional theoretical role models did not account for the complex society in which
planners work today

•

ambiguity and di cretion in planning practice are indicators of the problematic status of
the role of planners and perhaps the legitimacy of the planning profession .

•

there is a need to know more about the experience of contemporary planners work lives
and their professional problems in the practical setting

•

there are a variety of ways to address these planning dilemmas
profess ional codes of ethics and conduct for the planning profession , assumes that
profess ional and societal consensus are possible
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Differences
Baum ( 1988) offers the most striking criticism of both traditional and current approaches .
He offers an alternative to planning research approaches, and challenges those interested
in the planning profession to think in a different framework. He suggests that research
emphasizes situational influences on practice while ignoring the personal characteristics
of planners. He adds that those who write about planning tend to write about planning
situations as the determinant of how planners should act. He proposes that research
explore individual characteristics of planners' personalities as the determinant for action .

VII. THIS PROJECT
Research on effective ways of linking theory and practice has been going on for many
years . As stated earlier, the focus has shifted from theoretical models discussing the role
of the planner as technical advisor, to that of a more active participant in the planning
process. With the evolution of demands on the role of the planner from both the public
and the agencies whom planners work for, recent research examines what planners should
do in certain given circumstances. This project presents a participant-observer,
qualitative case study (Yin , 1989) of actual events during a nine week time of perceived
controversy in a rural town setting. The purpose is to better understand the whole role of
the planner, and identify the influences which played a part in determining the actions of
the planner in the case example.
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According to Schon ( 1982), there are many dangers associated with the detailed
description of a single case, especially a case drawn from a single episode in a
professional life. Doubtless, not all town planners are like the one in this study; further,
the rest of the writer/planner's practice may differ in significant ways from the episodes
discussed. A fuller research program would analyze many episodes drawn from the life
of a single planner, and would juxtapose the experiences of many different sorts of
planners. Nevertheless, the case example attempts to highlight several common themes
in contemporary dilemmas identified by practicing planners. In the case study, the
qualitative research design draws substantially on theoretical perspectives on
characterizing the influences of planners roles in situations with ambiguity and discretion .
This type of case study is descriptive ; its general analytic strategy describe a broad topic
of professional planner's roles . The unit of analysis is the role of the writer/planner and
her actions which resulted in professional and ethical concerns as experienced in context
of the case example. The units of observation are the events and the subsequent actions
that unfolded . The framework of analyses of this project is based upon the current
literature which explores the dynamics of planning behavior relative to concepts of:
1. the content of planning theories and assumptions ; what expectations and
models--what influences-- and informs the practicing planners role
2. the context of planning practice, that is, the situations, settings, conditions, and
circumstances in which professional planners work
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In addition, the developmental framework utilizes models from ethical perspective
articulated by Howe and Kaufman and others, as well as assesses the influence of
personal characteristics in accord with Buam's thesis.

Motivation of Writer/Planner
Professional ethics in planning are centrally concerned with the relationships between
expert career staff and the elected decision makers and citizens they are supposed to serve
(Howe, 1994). When the writer/planner of this case study reflected on the various
situations experienced during the study period, these same relationships were examined.
Recent research ha involved descriptive analyses of the perspective of practicing
planners regarding ethical issues that arise in their work lives. Howe and Kaufman state
that the intention is to describe what planners think is ethical, not to judge whether or not
planners are ethical by some predetermined standard. This paper is not an evaluation of
the actions of the planner, that is whether they were good or bad, right or wrong, rather
the purpose is to attempt to add to the discussion and exchange of ideas of theoretical
influences which impacted upon the behavior of the planner in the case example.
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CHAPTER TWO: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Planning knowledge is analyzed as a system of knowing-in-practice which includes the
framing of role and situation, and in the interpersonal theories of action which the
practitioner brings to his practice (Schon, 1982).
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Introduction

This is a participant observer study and as such, the initial assessment of activities
involves a chronology of events whose actions represent relationships between the role of
the planner and the behavior of various participants. The process of this model assess this
project by facilitating the articulation of professional and ethical judgments in thi s
planning process as experienced in the case example.

Most of the models described in Chapter One employ a qualitative study design which
analyze a variety of topics. In this case example, descriptive steps are used whereby
potential factors explain wh y the writer/planner behaved as she did during the time of
study. Although the narrative in Chapter Three is extremely detailed in recounting the
events, the details build a more unified understanding of the question under study : what
influences impacted the actions of the planner as shown in the case example and wh y.

Method of Analysis

The analysis in this qualitative case study might be likened to assembling a jigsaw puzzle
whose picture is not quite clear until it is all laid out. Once the various parts are
assembled and discussed, the relationships will be established, roles identified, and
actions interpreted (Schein . 1987). This qualitative case study and method of anal ysis is
designed to identify areas of greatest concern during the study period. The method
assigns values to the relati onships between the planner and the elected town officials and
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the local residents. The analysis focuses on three actions identified as key professional
planning activities which resulted in professional and ethical concerns. These actions,
taken by writer/planner in the case example are specifically described in the narrative of
Chapter Three, and are summarized below in Table I.

Table 1. Professional Activities and Ethical Concerns of Case Example
Professional Planning Activities

Ethical Concerns Relative to Action

I. research, prepare, and distribute

1. what is the obligation to which client--

technical data on casino gambling

who is the decision maker?

development project (the substantive issue)

2. identify resources and propose various

2. what is the obligation to commitment to

strategies for information dissemination

initiate a participatory decision making

through public forum/meetings

process which will be responsive to the
public?

3. place casino gambling development

3. what is the political pressure from

proposal in Planning Board Meeting

elected and appointed officials on the

Agenda

professional judgment of the planner?
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Assessing Relationships

The analysis will include theories of various factors that operated within the planning
process and ended with consequences. Selected models for analysis will assess
relationships between writer/planner, the elected officials, and local residents with a focus
on the motivation for a set of decisions made in response to professional and ethical
concerns. As such, additional concepts will be discussed throughout the project that refer
to the "observable" elements of the planning process, that is, writer/planner's visible
actions: speaking, attending meetings, conducting interviews; writing correspondence and
performing procedural activities. "Unobservable" elements of the planning process
include writer/planner's thoughts, feelings, and value commitments that shaped actions in
the case example. Tactics and outcomes examine these factors which facilitated or
constrained attainment of objectives within the planning process. Chapter Four, will
discuss the findings and conclusions of the project analysis.

Explanation Of Development Framework

The developmental framework for assessment will utilize a variety of empirical models
found in studies conducted by selected authors. The models are specifically designed to
analyze the behavior of practicing planners in situations which present professional and
ethical dilemmas. Selected models are developed in three steps: to describe the
contextual characteristics of the controversial situation ; to assess the ethical behavior of
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writer/planner; and to explore the personal characteristics that influenced writer/planner's
behavior in the case example.

STEP ONE: Contextual Characteristics

According to Elizabeth Howe ( 1994), three steps are necessary for effective, ethical
behavior. Planners must be able to identify situations as posing ethical issues; that is,
how does a planner perceive a situation as one of conflict and/or controversy. Once an
ethical issue has been identified, the planner must be able to articulate the situation as
such and decide what should be done about it. In the last step, the planner must have both
the will, and the freedom or leverage to act on her or his own decision. The model used
by Howe and Kaufman ( 1981 ), in their work "The Ethics of Contemporary American
Planners'', will be utilized to describe the manner in which writer/planner responded to
issues in the case example. More specifically, the developmental framework will use the
model to frame a description of each component: the scenarios which describe the type of
actions taken to intervene in the situation; the tactics which explain the motivation for
action ; and the intended issues benefiting which define the ethical concerns raised by
writer/planner. Actions will be assessed, in terms of their relationship to outcomes, and
discussed in the findings section of this report.
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STEP TWO: Assessing Ethical Behavior

Writer/planner in the case example identified ethical issues of concern, therefore models
which examine the ethical perspective of the planner's experience are utilized.
Elizabeth Howe ( 1994) in her empirical study of the ethics of planners in "Acting On
Ethics In City Planning", asserts it is quite possible to have an explicit, reasoned standard
against which ethical behavior can be judged. The starting place for the normative
framework for assessing the actions of the planner is the AICP's Code of Ethics and
Professional Conduct (American Institute of Certified Planners 1981; revised version
1992) (See Appendix). The nature of such a code is to lay out principles that apply
universally, at least in the professional context, and that would encourage consistency of
application .

Nature of Ethical Issues

Issues of social justice and loyalty to agency do not come up every day in planning
practice, but choices about how active a role the issues should play are fairly common in
contemporary planning practice. All are issues of practicing professional ethics and are
not abstract. These are issues that are dealt with in the professional organization's code,
and are conflicts that arise in everyday practice because the planners themselves have
their own professional value commitments about loyalty and social justice. Planner's
values are not all the same nor are their images of the kind of role they should play. So
the answers to ethical issues are likely to be different from one planner to the next.
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Ethical Framework For Planning

According to Howe ( 1994), a code of ethics set the boundaries of acceptable behavior for
planners. In theory , a set of commonly held behavioral norms make up the body of
professional ethics. Some, but not all of these norms have been codified in the Code of
Ethics and Professional Conduct of the American Institute of Certified Planners (AICP;
formerly the American Institute of Planners) (1981 ). Whether codified or not, these
norms ideally represent guidelines for planners in conducting themselves as professionals.
The code is a lengthy statement on the planner's responsibilities to the public, clients and
employers, the profession and colleagues as well as one's self. The preamble of the code
states that:
"This Code is a guide to the ethical conduct required of members
of the American Institute of Certified Planners. The Code also aims at
informing the public of the principles to which professional planners are
committed. Systematic discussion of the application of these principles,
among planners and with the public , is itself essential behavior to bring the
Code into daily use.
The Code's standards of behavior provide a basis for adjudicating
any charge that a member has acted unethically. However, the Code also
provides more than the minimum threshold of enforceable acceptability. It
sets standards that require conscious striving to attain" (Howe, 1994: 212).

The Planner's Responsibility
The AICP code is structured around the idea of obligations to various groups served by
planners. The primary obligation is seen as the planner's responsibility to the public and
to serving the public interest, which is defined in both procedural and substantive terms .
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In addition, secondary obligations are owed to clients and employers, to colleagues, to the
profession and finally, to the planner himself or herself.

The code also forms a hierarchy in which some principles are more binding than others.
Thus, laws and duties are the most binding principles; accountability and service to the
public interest are second; and principles concerning responsibilities to the profession
constitute a third level of obligations. The rationale for this hierarchy is both theoretical
and empirical. The correspondence between the hierarchy and what planners were
already doing would not, by itself, justify its use, but if independent arguments can
provide justification, the correspondence would seem to be a practical advantage.

Working In Public Bureaucracies

This research project is a study of a planner acting in a public sector position, as is the
study by Howe ( 1994). She claims that city planning is different from the traditional
dominant consulting professions , such as Jaw and medicine, which have been the focus of
most discussions of professional ethics. The primary difference is that the predominant
work/employment is as career staff in public bureaucracies. It is these public planners
who are the subject of study.

As career staff, planners work in public bureaucracies and

have input into the outcomes of planning decisions but certainly do not control these
outcomes. Planners are officially charged with serving the interests of a whole
community, rather than individual clients. Pl anner's own values concerning the best
ways to serve the public interests of the community are only one element in a complex
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process of determining public policy. Their expertise and their professional charge relate
to developing plans and recommending implementation strategies. The process is likely
to involve considerable input by citizen groups and by those who have a direct financial
stake in the plans and their implementation. The final decisions are made ultimately by
elected and appointed officials.

Hierarchy Of Principles

Professional ethics in planning are centrally concerned with the relationship between
expert but not elected career staff and the decision makers and citizens they serve.
The framework for this study is an articulated hierarchy of principles as presented in the
AICP Code. According to Howe (1994), at the top of the hierarchy is the planner's
adherence to the civil Jaw. Next is adherence to ethical duties of justice, and two coequal
principles of accountability and service to the public interest. Planners must respect Jaws
and duties of justice. Such duties of justice are basic ethical norms which allow for
predictability and trust among individuals. They include honesty, truthfulness, fairness ,
and promise-keeping. The principles of respect for laws and for duties of justice are
followed by two counterbalancing principles. One is the requirement that non-elected
bureaucratic officials be responsible to the public. sometimes directly, but more typically
by being accountable to elected officials. The other is that they serve the public interest.
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Defining The Public Interest

Accountability to the public through elected decision makers is a long-standing tenet of
democratic administrative theory. Even though our understanding of the relationship
between politics and administration has changed over the years and our acceptance of the
absolute legitimacy of elected officials has been somewhat tempered, this is still a central
tenet. Public servants, such as planners, work in public bureaucracies that institutionalize
this relationship of responsibility. While they have never been given the kind of
autonomy that has been granted to consulting professionals such as doctors or lawyers,
autonomous action is still grounded in processes that allow for oversight and
accountability (Howe, 1994 ). The problem with the ethical obligation to be responsible is
that it can be interpreted as a requirement for unconditional personal loyalty to elected
officials, regardless of the legitimacy of their demands.

Planners Knowledge

The counterbalance of planners to claims of loyalty is their professional judgment. They
draw on bodies of technical knowledge and methods to assess means for accomplishing
ends set by elected officials. In addition, planners have their own values about what
kinds of policy will best serve the public interest. However, practicing planners use the
idea of the public interest as a common guide in their work. They generally mean by it
one of two things that are not mutually exclusive: I.) substantive contents such as
concern with social justice or the broad, Jong range good of the community ; and 2.) a
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process of ideas of the public interest and those held by elected officials and members of
the public.

STEP THREE: Examination Of Personal Characteristics

Even though ethics are not legally mandated codes of conduct, they are enforced in part
by social pressures among people who share the same organizational, professional, or
cultural systems. Their effectiveness depends considerably on being embodied in an
internalized professional sense of right and wrong, and of good and bad. The question of
what influences a practicing planner to not only embrace the norms of professional
practice, but act accordingly , some scholars believe is of greatest concern for the
planning field.

The model used by Howell Baum ( 1988), in his study "Why Do Planners Do What They
Do? The Little We Know and The Lot We Don't", is utilized to articulate specific
personal factors that influenced behavior and shaped action in the case example. More
specifically, this model is utilized to explain the thoughts, feelings and value
commitments which shaped writer/planner's role in the case example.
Baum (1988) believes what is studied in research is not how planners should act in
certain situations and under certain circumstances, but rather, what should be looked at
more closely in the future is what planners actually do in these situations. The future of
planning should study planners as persons-in-situations because, when situations offer
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discretion, as they all do, it may be beneficial to know why planners plan as they do. He
recommends a research strategy of three equally important elements to study :
l. analyze the situations in which planners practice; situations are defined in terms of
role expectations for planners;
2. actions or practice of planners; what do they do; the relationship between planners
action and situations in which they act; action is defined in terms of:
(a) observable activities are defined in terms of what planners do --speaking, attending
meetings, writing documents, and analyzing certain technical data; and
(b) non-observable aspects are defined in terms of exploring what underlies activity; the
factor that influence the thought process and are not readily accessible to observation -what was included in the process and what was excluded, and why; how do people
anticipate , think about, and plan conversations
3. personal characteristics of planners include: biography, cognitive style, and
personality type --can planners act logically and deliberately without interference from
personal characteristics, unconscious or irrational thoughts and wishes?

The combination of models and developmental framework will be used to organize the
findings and conclusions of this report.
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CHAPTER THREE: CASESTUDY

"I think it's important for Rhode Island to participate in this gaming industry .. .! think any
governor of Rhode Island would be irresponsible if he did not get involved." Governor
Bruce G. Sundlun (quoted by Thomas Frank, in The Providence Journal, Aug. 29, 1994)
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This chapter is divided into three sections. The first is context with the attendant
conditions, and a summary of the nature of the substantive issue as experienced in the
case example. Section two presents perspectives of gambling as perceived by participants
in the community of West Greenwich and other key stakeholders. Section three provides
the chronology of events during the nine week study period. Section three is narrative in
style and was assembled from various communication records which were maintained by
the writer/planner during the study period.
CONTEXT
In order to better understand the community that serves as contextual backdrop for the
project, following is a brief profile of the town of West Greenwich.
Land Use Patterns
Rhode Island, like most of the United States, has experienced a shift in population and
settlement patterns from the central city to less developed suburban and rural
communities. This pattern within the state, is expected to continue and be intensified by
any development which follows the major highway, Interstate Route 95, which bisects the
state from north to south. One of the towns along this primary route is West Greenwich.
A large rectangle, West Greenwich has a total land area of approximately 35,000 acres, or
50.6 square miles. It is bounded by the state of Connecticut on the west, the town of
Coventry on the north, East Greenwich on the east, and Exeter on the south. State Route
102Nictory Highway runs north-south through the center portion of the town and crosses
Interstate 95 and Route 3 near the Exeter town line. There are no major east-west
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arterials across the town, virtually no traffic signals, and many unpaved town roads (See
Figure 1. West Greenwich Road Map).

Over one-third of the town's total land area is state owned, and used for parks and
recreation. Potential future development may include portions of the Big River
Reservoir, land the state obtained in 1962. Currently, this area is used for residential,
low-end market-rate housing. The W. Alton Jones Campus of the University of Rhode
Island, which has 2300 acres, is located in the town and is used as a research facility,
camp and conference center (See Figure 2. West Greenwich Land Use Map).

Increased Growth Pressure
In spite of recent development, the town remains the second most sparsely populated area
in the state. However, the town has experienced a consistently high growth rate in the past
several years . According to the U.S. Bureau of Census for 1990, population figures for
the town were 3,492 which represented a 27 .5 percent increase from the 1980 population
figures, and West Greenwich ranked number 37 in population among Rhode Island's 39
cities and towns. During this same reporting period, the population density of the town
was 68 persons per square mile of land area. Total housing grew from 490 to 1370
between 1960 and 1990 which represents a 36 percent increase (U.S. Census, 1990).
However, the census figures do not tell the entire story of growth that affected the town
during Rhode Island 's building boom of the 1980s. According to former town planner,
Ann Skiver, the challenge of the 1990s will be to preserve the rural character and
"country living" quality of life that originally attracted so many of the newcomers.
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Infrastructure and Community Services
Low density has provided for many of the rural amenities, but it has also hindered the
development of some other conveniences. For example, West Greenwich residents do
not have within the town boundaries, a grocery market; retail outlet or financial services;
there is not even a post office. Currently residents utilize shopping facilities and services
of nearby communities such as Coventry, Warwick and North Kingstown. Town leaders
identified "priority" capital improvements which include improved or expanded public
facilities ; schools and public works projects; protective services (such as fire and health);
and other municipal services. The town's fire and rescue services are on a volunteer
basis ; and the town employs a limited municipal staff. The municipal offices, as well as
the police station, are located in the Town Hall on Victory Highway. Although many
local government employees work less than full-time , municipal office space is crowded
with workers often sharing desk space. The town ' s free library is located adjacent to the
Town Hall.

Community Fiscal Structure
There is limited acreage zoned for commercial business, however, small retail outlets
have slowly developed along commercially zoned portions on Victory Highway . There
are approximately 235 acres of vacant industrial land, with one major industrial park
where GTECH and BW Manufacturing, have professional service and manufacturing
operations (See Figure 3. West Greenwich Zoning Map).
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Most of the town's residential land is zoned rural residential/single family, with minimum
two acre lot size to accommodate for individual septic systems and private well water.
There are no public sewers in the town, except for the industrial park, which is served by
West Warwick Water Authority.

Key Issues And Concerns
The town has struggled to put into place measures which will control and guide its
growth and expansion. One of the key issues that recently gained attention from the
town's elected and appointed officials, was the preparation of a comprehensive
community plan. Under the Rhode Island Comprehensive Planning and Land Use
Regulation act of 1988 (RIGL 45-22. l ), each city and town were mandated to develop a
comprehensive plan consistent with state agency guidelines. The updated West
Greenwich Community Comprehensive Plan would be the first to be authored by the
town leaders and residents instead of state planners. According to the former town
planner: "the new plan will wrestle with issues responding to the growing pains of the last
20 years, as well as draw a map to negotiate a path through an uncertain future. No
matter how small or large, a town that grows 27 percent in ten years is going to
experience growing pains." (Skiver, 1991. Public Opinion Survey, Town of West
Greenwich).

Community Aesthetics
The balance of rural amenities and adequate service provision is of central concern to
many residents. Newcomers and well-established residents alike, strive to agree on what
kinds of services they want, how to pay for those services, and how to channel future
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growth. Policy recommendations of the (draft) community comprehensive plan reflect
resident's desire to preserve and protect the rural character, natural resources, and historic
features of the town. Local policy makers face the challenge to formulate measures which
address constraints and opportunities associated with growth and expansion in their rural
community. Over the past several years, the former Town Planner and the Planning
Board have worked to ensure the town is able to provide sufficient services and public
facilities to meet changing needs, yet remain in sound financial condition. As of
December, 1995, the town did vote to finalize the Zoning Ordinance (RIGL 45-24-27 et
seq), and the draft Comprehensive Community Plan.

Community Government
The form of government is a five-member Town Council, headed by a council president.
During the time of study, the Town Council consisted of four males and one female, all of
whom are life-long residents of either West Greenwich or Rhode Island ; each one has
served at least ten consecutive years on the council; and each of their political
affiliation 's is registered Republican (see Figure 4. Organization Chart, in Appendix) .
Town Council elections are held in November of even numbered years. Council meetings
are held the second Wednesday of each month in the Town Hall , and are open to the
public.
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ATTENDANT CONDITIONS
Writer/planner's employment with the town of West Greenwich as interim Town Planner
began late March, 1994, and concluded late December, 1994. The focus of this paper is
the role of the professional planner within the planning process faced with a controversial
issue. The events described in this project are restricted to the nine week study period,
beginning with the introduction of the controversial issue (the gambling casino compact)
on August 29, 1994. This section concludes with the day prior to the November 8, 1994,
election.

Methodology
In order to present a more valid and accurate chain of events (Yin. 1989), the
developmental sequence was assembled from a variety of sources. Those sources
include writer/planner' s personal correspondence records, daily planning calendars,
meeting notes , and a journal of planning office telephone conversations which were
utilized from the inception , to the completion of employment with the town. The
narration of events is not exhaustive in detail , but provides insight into the content of the
decision making process as experienced in the case example.

Administrative Duties
The primary concern of the planning office was to guide the physical development of the
town. Professional planning activities focused on zoning and subdivision controls for
land development. On a day-to-day basis, writer/planner's responsibilities included the
overall coordination of the planning department with other municipal offices, Councils,
and Boards; inventory maintenance and classification of both active and proposed
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development projects; and the ongoing preparation of the 1990' s West Greenwich
Comprehensive Community Plan. In order to maintain land use development inventories,
writer/planner's primary activities focused on the following :
•

prepare and maintain up-to-date inventory of all land development projects in the
town; the location , type, and development phase of each

•

work with individuals and developers to ensure that land use projects were in
compliance with town's planning regulations and policies

•

coordinate meetings and schedule site visits with other departments (engineering,
zoning, assessors), for process review

•

assist in the preparation of monthly Planning Board General Meeting agenda(s)

Introduction of the Substantive Issue (Gambling Casino Proposal)
Once the gambling casino proposal was introduced, the focus of writer/planner's daily
activities broadened to include: 1) to monitor the progress of the negotiation activities
between members of the town council and the developers, and; 2) to identify and
recommend options to decision makers on how to address concerns expressed by local
residents. The situation was continually assessed by writer/planner and decisions about
data collection --whom to interview, what to observe, what documents to examine--, were
based upon the previous day ' s activities. Information was forwarded to key decision
makers and ideas for strategy changes were discussed with various participants in the
planning process.
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NATURE OF SUBSTANTIVE ISSUE
Data Gathering Process
Writer/planner attempted to research both the local context and the broader social
implications of this controversial public policy issue. Writer/planner's approach to
planning related activities focused on research which included analyses of archival
records to identify existing conditions of the community; and to provide an estimate of
the most probable effects of citing the gambling casino development in the community of
West Greenwich. In addition , writer/planner utilized technical data collected from
courses in Planning Law and Community Based Housing and conducted research at
various Rhode Island law libraries, which resulted in a greater appreciation of the various
constitutional implications of the IGRA legislation, as well as the Narragansett Indian
Tribe ' s social and legal positions.

Identifying Community Sentiments
The writer/planner' s objective for the above analyses was to expand the physiological
focu s to include socio-economic considerations of the proposed land development
(gambling casino). To meet this objective, research was directed to the Comprehensive
Plan 1991 , Public Opinion Survey. The findings identified important aspects of
community life as expressed by the residents in West Greenwich. More specifically,
residents established their preferences for growth controls, expansion of community
facilities and the need for expanded public services. Some of the most important
characteristics included:
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•

most residents value the rural character of the town's setting with the undeveloped
natural environment, the sprawling farm pastures, and dense forests throughout the
town

•

they appreciate the high quality of life in terms of aesthetics--with little noise and
congestion;

•

many expressed a strong sense of safety and well being due to a low incidence crime
and violence within the community

•

private automobile is the most prevalent mode of transportation with limited public
transportation serving the town

•

property valuation was a concern; with increased migration, higher property taxes
were causing some personal hardships

•

existing regulation provided for adequate buffers between land uses, such as the
industrial park and residential development

many expressed concerns about the provision of adequate town services; for example,
roads needed repair, schools were overcrowded, and municipal offices were understaffed
with fire and rescue service provided on a volunteer basis
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Technical Reporting Process
A summary of the existing conditions; and the potential opportunities and constraints,
represented by the proposed gambling casino project, is represented in the table below.

Table 2. Analysis of West Greenwich Casino Gambling Proposal
Existin_g_ Conditions
1. Land Use Patterns
primarily single family,
residential pattern of development

2. Transportation
primarily rural arterial linkages;
no traffic signals within town
boundaries; limited public
tran~ortati o n

3. Demographics
population characteristics:
population density is lowest in
state; residen ts are 98% white;
66% married couple families ;
median age is approximate 34
4. Housing
Stock is primarily new
construction; owner occupied;
market price is 69% between
$I 00,000 to $200,000
5. Economics
domi nant sector is farming and
residential construction; some
service and industrial

6. Public Fiscal Structure
revenue source is primarily from
property taxes; some industrial
and manufacturing; budgetary
priorities include school , public
facilities and road improvements;
residents provide for individual
s~tic ~stems and well water

Opportun!!!_/Com_.£.atible

Constraints/Conflict

expands commercially zoned
areas of town

high density land use; out of scale
with rural setting and open space
and undeveloped forested lands ;
land use regulations permanently
waived under IGRA le_gislation

site has high visibility and easy
access to interstate highway
interchange and with local arterial
road network

facility classified as high trip
generator and travel patterns may
impact adjacent residential areas

attract more diverse population

effects of migration:
projected population growth
impacts pressure for controlled
development

greater diversity in housing type
and affordability

property valuation fluctuates
relative to site location

provide job opportunities

specification of job type and
preference to local residents ;
will employment opportunities go
to residents or will professionals
be transferred

subsidized by casino revenues

IGRA legislation provides for
sovereign nation status, therefore
waives tax burden ; compact
negotiations set schedule for
compensation and is subject to
change
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Opportunities and Constraints Associated with the Substantive Issue
Literature reviews conducted by writer/planner raised additional concerns which were
discussed with members of the Town Council , the Planning Board, and the Solicitor.
Findings indicated the focus on exclusively the physiological concerns of site location for
gambling facilities had yielded to more recent attention and research focused on host
communities and the soci-economics of casino gambling impacts. Although a summary
of the literature was forwarded to the Town Council President, the planning related issues
highlighted below illustrates both potential gains and losses for host communities:
•

"Regional Planners Are Gridlocked By Casino Traffic." As more and more casino
traffic clogs local roads, regional planners meet in Connecticut to wrestle with
solutions (Norwich Bulletin. July , 1994).

•

There are difficulties involved in marketing socially unacceptable products such as
tobacco, alcohol , gambling, pornography, and firearms. One key element in
distributing products and services that fall within this category, is to shorten the
channel as much as possible. The shorter the channel, the less exposed the product is
to social criticism (Marketing News, 1994)

•

Tribal gaming has proven to be the single greatest opportunity to eliminate the
horrendous poverty on Indian lands in the history of the federal/tribal relationship .
The Mashantucket Pequots are a model tribe, they have provided financial security
and educational opportunities for the next generations of American Indians (Pequot
Times, 1994).
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•

"Gambling As Economic Policy: Enumerating Why losses exceed gains." Apart
from the social harm that it causes, gambling would be just another inconsequential,
low-technology business earning ordinary profits and exhibiting easy entry and exit.
It is a logical impossibility for every area to win at the others' expense when gambling
is present in every region. For the nation as a whole, there will be no net economic
development from the spread of gambling, but there will be the creation of a new
social problem and the social costs that entails. From a national perspective, the sole
benefit of gambling is that it is an additional form of entertainment for the subset
users who gamble recreationally and can do so without harming themselves or others.
The cost-benefit question is whether another form of entertainment is needed whose
social costs are equal to an additional recession every decade (Illinois Business
Review, Spring, 1995).

•

"Casino: A Bane and a Bonanza". Nobody realized the effects of Indian sovereignty
on eastern Connecticut until there was this multimillion-dollar casino rising above the
trees. The Mashantucket Pequots ' Foxwoods casino has forever changed the balance
of power and the economy of southeastern Connecticut. Where once there was a
wooded reservation, there is now a multi-million dollar casino and entertainment
complex employing more than 9,000 people, with an estimated 35,000 patrons per
day , tripling traffic on local roads . And it happened so quickly , leaving residents
reeling from the impacts. But what if we knew then what we know now? How could
the region have better braced for the dramatic impact of Fox woods casino and Pequot
sovereignty? (Norwich Bulletin , 1994). The Norwich Bulletin, with sister paper, The
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Dessert Sun of Palm Springs, California held a reader forum to discuss precisely that:
hindsight. Three topics kept surfacing during the roundtable discussion with the
randomly chosen group of 11 readers. 1) surprise at the Pequots' success, 2) concern
over the Jack of planning and communication, and 3) distress of strained relations
between residents and tribal members. Taken by surprise, residents living near the
casino said part of the problem rests with residents' attitudes toward the Pequots.
Before the bingo hall , we did not give the Pequots much thought, we should have
been involved from the beginning. None of the local banks would help fund their
projects; they never really accepted the Pequots or had faith in their plans. Now the
Pequots use only international banks and local banks are kicking themselves. Poor

communication -- relations between Ledyard, Preston, North Stonington and the tribe
are more strained today then they have ever been. At the heart of the matter is the
issue of sovereignty and land acquisition. Residents have been in an angry panic ever
since the Pequots expressed interest last year in placing into trust up to 7 ,600 acres of
land outside their congressionally designated reservation. Annexed land is free of
state and local ordinances and taxes . The tribe and the three towns are now working
with professional mediators to help settle differences, but there is too little
communication and it came too late, now they are in the driver's seat. Poor planning
-- Residents agreed that poor communication led to a virtual dearth of planning for the
impact of the casino. Many were frustrated the towns were not given the opportunity
to adequately plan for the changes wrought by Foxwoods. Nobody talked about the
traffic until it was too late. Compounding the problem is how ill-equipped the towns
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are to study the impacts; we are dealing mostly with volunteers in North Stonington
who are learning as they go along (Norwhich Bulletin, August 14, 1994).
•

In 1993, 70 million Americans visited ballparks, but 92 million went to casinos. In
1994, they dropped a prodigious $400 billion in total wagers, ranging from poker, and
slot machines, to horse tracks and lotteries . The gaming industry creamed off around
$37 .5 billion in revenues (Fortune, March , 1995).
Widespread growth in legal gaming has been driven by two factors: enormous pentup demand for gambling-style entertainment and public officials desperate for new
sources of revenue. Nearly $330 billion was wagered in 1992, an 8.4% increase over
the previous year. Leading the increases were casinos on riverboats and Indian
reservations . One operator said competition is all the other forms of entertainment in
the area, not other casinos (Marketing News, June, 1994).

•

"Can ' t Tax What You Can ' t See" The amount of money involved in criminal
activity , and the subsequent tax revenue th at is lost is of interest to both economists
and policy makers (Fedgazette, April , 1994 ).

•

"Gaming Industry : A Winning Strategy." Today , the gaming industry encompasses
land-based casinos in more than ten states, Indian reservation gaming in 17 states,
dockside or riverboat casinos approved for six states, and lotteries in 37 states, the
District of Columbia and Puerto Rico. The industry ' s handle in 1992 soared to $330
billion, a stunning 26% increase in only a decade . The same year also had record
profits of $26.7 billion for the industry. As gaming opportunities abound, so do
potential returns for investors. A recovering economy , the demand for gaming in new
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jurisdictions, and the public's growing fascination with the fun and excitement of
gaming, suggest that the industry will be a winner for years to come (Institutional
Investor, Feb. 1994).
•

"Fox woods Jobs Halted Free-Fall." Fox woods jobs halted the free-fall of housing
prices and unemployment caused by the layoffs associated with Electric Boat of
Groton, Connecticut. Base pay at Foxwoods may not approach Electric Boat wages,
but benefits and tips can add up to a healthy package. For the region , it is perceived
by many as an economic success story. Since opening in 1992, the casino has hired
9200 people, making it the region's second largest employer. Many of the employees
report they are earning more that they did at their previous jobs. As for benefits, the
casino may be second to none in the region because they offer all employees and their
families , free and comprehensive health care through its own HMO health plan . Nonemergency visits to the doctor cost ten dollars , and all hospital stays, no matter how
extensive, are at no cost. Like many twenty-four hour businesses, retaining
permanent employees for long periods is a problem, and the casino believes offering a
generous benefits package is one way of countering that trend (Norwich Bulletin ,
August, 1994).

•

"Teenage Gambling ." In areas with casino gambling, about half of all high school
students gamble , and some studies have found that as many as 86% have gambled at
least once in the past twelve months. Casino owners understand the addictive nature
of teens and adolescents . Unfortunately, they use this knowledge to their advantage .
For example, you have state governments promoting lotteries. The message they are
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conveying is that gambling is not a vice, but a normal form of entertainment. This
should raise serious questions about the development of "family-theme park" casinos.
This will not only capture the parents' money in the short term, it also desensitizes
children to the casino environment and prepares them for gambling in the future (in
Waldon, 1994).
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SECTION TWO
THE OUTLOOK ON GAMBLING
IN WEST GREENWICH, AS PERCEIVED BY ITS STAKEHOLDERS
Narragansett Indian Tribal Nation:
Under terms of the 1988 Federal Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA) legislation, the
Narragansetts, along with many Indian nations, argue that gambling has afforded them
unprecedented opportunities for employment, enhanced services for tribal members and
provided for immense economic growth. They believe that Indian sponsored gambling
offers a chance to bring people of different backgrounds together in an environment of
respect and acceptance.
The Narragansett Indian Tribe, like Native Americans across the county , hoped to reverse
the long history of suffering brought about by ignorance, poverty , and exclusion from the
mainstream economy in Rhode Island. Stressing a rich heritage and tribal folklore , along
with their respect for the environment, the tribe proposed to build a gambling casino on
land (in West Greenwich) which was not contiguous with their reservation located in
Charlestown , Rhode Island. Narragansett Tribal leaders respect the success of Fox woods
Casino and Resort sponsored by the Mashantucket Pequot Nation in Ledyard,
Connecticut. Leaders of the Pequot Tribe have used profits generated from the casino to
provide jobs, housing, education and a secure financial future for many of their tribal
members . More than 150 Indian casinos are now operating nationwide and Indian
sponsored gambling has become a $4 billion a year industry (Goodman , 1994). The
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Narragansetts expect that gambling which they sponsor in their native state will afford
them an opportunity for prosperity and economic independence.

Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 (IGRA):
This federal legislation sets out rules for casino compact negotiations between Native
American Indian tribes and host communities. The Act creates three classes of gaming.
Class I is traditional games and is not subject to oversight by any entity other than the
tribe. Class II gaming includes bingo and related games. Class Ill gaming includes
casino-type games, pari-mutuel wagering, lotteries and video terminals. Class Ill gaming
can only be conducted after an agreement, as a compact, is reached between a tribe and a
state. The center piece of the bill requires tribes to negotiate with respective states before
commencement of any on-reservation gambling, including casinos. The law also requires
states to negotiate in good faith and guarantees tribes may file suit against a state in
Federal court if a state fails to comply. Another section of the legislation allows both the
tribes and the host community to seek intervention by the Secretary of the Interior and the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. The Narragansett Indian tribe cited IGRA and wanted casino
style gambling based on legal video wagering which was already allowed in Newport and
Lincoln , Rhode Island. The Narragansett Tribe voiced concerns that Rhode Island state
representatives discriminated against them, and argued they will continue to pursue their
legal rights in the Federal courts.

Capital Gaming International Incorporated:
Thi s New Jersey based company hoped to expand its business opportunities into the state
of Rhode Island. It is the United State's largest manager of Indian sponsored gaming, and
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has contracts with eight native American Indian tribes operating in Arizona, California,
New York, Oregon and Washington. The company financed over one million dollars in
advertising campaigns to promote the West Greenwich casino sponsored by the
Narragansett Indian Tribe.

GTECH World Headquarters:
This company, located in West Greenwich, was a joint venture partner with Capital
Gaming in the casino proposal signed by Governor Sundlun . The company saw the
Narragansett Indian casino as a business expansion opportunity; declared its financial
backing; and agreed to supply all the casino gaming equipment to the Narragansett Indian
Tribe.

THE STATE LEVEL
Governor Sundlun:
Sundlun believed that if Rhode Island did not spend the money and build a gambling
casino within the state, all the potential profits from gaming revenues would be lost to
states elsewhere in New England. He said West Greenwich was officially the preferred
site for the Indian sponsored casino, and he guaranteed "exclusivity" to the Narragansett
Indian Tribe. He was not concerned about public criticism and did not feel the compact
would jeopardize his chances for re-election.

Governor-elect Almond:
During his campaign for state governor, Almond declared that any casino negotiations
would include only the games currently allowed in Rhode Island which include jai alai,
dog racing , keno, daily numbers and video slots. Illegal games include blackjack, roulette
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and poker or casino style slot machines. Almond was a self-proclaimed opponent to
gambling and joined the Rhode Island Attorney General's office in their suits against both
the Narragansett Indian Tribe and Governor Sundlun.
State Attorney General (AG):
This office provides the state's legal defense . Prior to the Governor's compact which
cited West Greenwich , the AG' s office filed a legal suit against the Narragansett Indian
Tribe. The basis of the suit argued that IGRA regulations for sovereignty did not apply to
the Narragansett Indian tribe and therefore, Governor Sundlun could not legally negotiate
for gaming with them. Later, a court determination declared IGRA was applicable, but
only to Narragansett reservation land in Charlestown. Disregarding these suits, meetings
between Governor Sundlun and the Narragansett Indian Tribe began in July , 1994. Prior
to Sundlun confidentially signing the compact with the Narragansetts, the governor
contacted the AG ' s office for a legal opinion to his pending arrangement with the
Narragan setts. The AG ' s office issued an advisory opinion and warned against compact
negotiations without legislative and/or voter approval.
THE COMMUNITY LEVEL
Town Council and Solicitors:
Members of the Town Council, along with the town's solicitor, rejected the Governor' s
compact with the Narragansetts and confidentially met with developers to negotiate under
a separate town compact. Fueled by pressure from local voters to act swiftly, (before the
election ) these town leaders agreed to private meetings with the Narragansett Indian Tribe
to negoti ate a "community friendly compact" for West Greenwich .
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Planning Board:
As determined by records from discussions during the October, 1994, General Meeting,
Planning Board members asserted it was not their responsibility to discuss and/or act in
any manner on the proposed gambling initiative issue. In addition , the members stated
they would take no action unless a formal request was issued from the Town Council.

Citizen Groups
Nearly the entire community became involved in this highly public, emotionally charged
controversy . A huge chasm divided the two sides in the debate. Both factions promoted
impressive studies and expert opinion in the hopes of swaying voting residents to see
their point of view.

Proponents:
There was widespread support for the proposed casino gambling initiative among groups
of long time residents . Many of these local citizens felt burdened by the recent growth of
the town which resulted in increased property taxes, and caused them personal hardship.
Many of these same residents believed the proposed casino would help decrease tax
burden s, subsidize municipal revenues and pay for expansion of town services.

Opponents:
As vocal advocates for more public participation, theses citizens were angry that the West
Greenwich proposal was unjustly "thrust upon them", first by the Governor and then by
their own locally elected officials.
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Residents Against Gambling Establishments (RAGE):
Representing the most outspoken sector of the population, this group of primarily West
Greenwich residents was described by the mainstream media as a loose-knit, grass roots
community organization, who attempted to persuade undecided citizens to register and
vote against the gambling initiative. Many of these residents perceived the negative
impacts of similar communities that welcomed casino gambling. With its close proximity
to Connecticut, many West Greenwich residents were aware of and feared similar impacts
caused by the Mashantucket Pequot Foxwoods Resort Casino in Ledyard, Connecticut.
Data showed that since Foxwoods opened, an estimated 350,000 patrons per day visited
the site. The traffic on local roads leading to the facility had tripled, causing increased
congestion and noise . West Greenwich residents also feared school buses would pass the
gaming facility a rrunimum of twice daily, and expose young children to gambling
activities. Another source of concern was the issue of sovereignty and future land
acquisition. Residents feared that more land would be lost from the tax rolls and the
remaining land would become a commercial strip that was out of scale with the town's
scenic rural landscape.

Adjoining Communities:
With gaming initiatives on many local ballots, cities and towns throughout Rhode Island
were engaged in dialogue about casino gambling. In the town of Coventry, which borders
West Greenwich , the elected town officials offered public forums on the proposed
gambling casino. Speakers at the forums included Bill Haase, the town planner for
Ledyard, Connecticut. Haase spoke of impacts from increased development in his town
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since the Foxwoods Casino was built three years ago. He also discussed the broad range
of social disruption to the lives of residents in the three communities abutting the facility .
The purpose for the public information forums, according to Coventry Town Council
President Kiley, was to learn how secondary development, the building of restaurants,
motels and shops have affected Ledyard, and therefore similarly, could affect Coventry .
Similar meetings took place in communities across Rhode Island and Massachusetts.
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SECTION THREE
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS
On the morning of August 29, 1994, the governor for the state of Rhode Island and
Providence Plantations, Bruce G. Sundlun announced an agreement had been reached
with the Narragansett Indian Tribe to build an Indian sponsored gambling casino.
The agreement stated that Capital Gaming International Incorporated, of Atlantic City,
New Jersey , was set to build a 120,000 square foot casino with three thousand slot
machines and a 24 hour liquor license on a 300 acre site off Route 95 at Exit 5, in the
town of West Greenwich . Capital Gaming would also manage the Indian sponsored
casino. The state/Indian compact would become effective subject to the passage of both a
local referendum for West Greenwich , as well as a state-wide referendum provided for
under Rhode Island State Law (R.l.G.L. ss 41-9-1 et seq).
However, before West Greenwich residents could vote on a referendum, the Town
Council was required to place the gambling casino initiative question on the local ballot.
The state deadline for ballot questions to be added was nine weeks from the date of the
tendered proposal.
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Narrative of Daily Activities and Events
Monday August 29:
•

Listening to the morning radio broadcast, writer/planner learned of the casino
gambling compact while driving to work. Upon arrival at the West Greenwich
Planning office, writer/planner immediately telephoned the Town Council President
to inquire about the compact and to solicit information connected with the official
protocols and position of the town. Inquiries from local residents and the media
clogged every incoming telephone line. Town Council President stated that he would
delay comments until an official announcement was made from the Governor's office
scheduled for three o'clock that afternoon.

•

Writer/planner subsequently made a series of telephone calls and first contacted the
principal town planner in the adjacent town of Coventry, to discuss possible
information sources on the issue of gambling. He referenced principal town planner
Bill Haase in Ledyard, Connecticut, host community to Foxwoods Casino and Resort
as an experienced resource.

•

Writer /planner contacted Haase and apprised him of the circumstances. He
immediately offered condolences and went on to discuss planning issues that have
created significant and ongoing problems for Ledyard. Discussions focused on
similarities between West Greenwich and Ledyard. Subsequent conversations with
him were helpful and informative. He provided sources for further information about
planning in communities which have experienced controversial land development
projects. In addition , he offered to arrange a meeting with Ledyard selectmen and
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West Greenwich town council representatives. He also forwarded a current traffic
study conducted by his office, which focused on local arterial roads and the impacts in
Ledyard. Highlights of the study indicated interstate highway standards, which are
usually cited in impact studies for host communities, are not applicable to host
communities in small towns located off the highways. He added that traffic congestion
and road maintenance were continuous problems, and Ledyard had received little to
no state assistant for these problems. He then referenced Ledyard's legal counsel, Don
Baur, as a valuable resource for issues of Indian sponsored gaming.
•

Writer/planner telephoned attorney Don Baur, in Washington, DC and summarized
the situation in West Greenwich. Writer/planner expressed concern about the short
time frame within which official town decisions had to be made, and solicited his
opinion on legal strategies available to the town. He replied that he had lengthy
experience with the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), the Department of Interior, and
currently spent much of his professional time representing four communities which
border the Mashantucket Pequot Foxwoods Casino in Ledyard, Connecticut.
Baur felt that West Greenwich had numerous legal rights that deserved close
examination, these issues included:
I) the proposed site in West Greenwich was not contiguous with the Narragansett

Reservation land in Charlestown, and therefore, was not subject to sovereignty statute
in the land trust acquisition process outlined in IGRA legislation;
2) Governor Sundlun did not have legal authority to bind the compact without
legislative approval;
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3) the BIA had certain criteria to determine the respective needs of tribes and host
communities, therefore, if West Greenwich elected officials negotiated with the
Narragansetts prior to the state election, the town's future leverage to appeal would
be seriously weakened; and
4) town decision makers should consider all possible options available to them
under the IGRA legislation and not act hastily to compact with the developers.
The conversation compelled writer/planner to urge caution the Town Council
President, and suggested an open information collection and dissemination process be
implemented without delay.

August 30:
No feedback was received from the Town Council President, therefore, writer/planner
proceeded to survey other professional planning colleagues with experience in Rhode
Island community ' s. Colleagues included: Deborah Perry , the planner for
Charlestown, which is the current site of the Narragansett Indian reservation ; Joseph
Lombardo, planner and con sultant for Hopkinton and Richmond; and Tom Mitchell ,
Executive Director, Alton Jones Camp and Conference Center in West Greenwich .
Each indicated helpful suggestions to add to the data collection process, and
advocated an impact study be included in writer/planner' s recommendations to
elected decision makers .
•

Later that day , John Mullin , a professor at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst
and a leading authority of New England economic development was contacted.
Telephone discussions focu sed on community planning issues associated with
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gambling establishments. He in tum referenced Robert Goodman for further
information on gambling, economic development and host communities.
Writer/planner was familiar with Goodman's work in planning research, and in
particular, his gambling study in Massachusetts.
•

Contact was made and during the conversation, Goodman suggested that
writer/planner propose options to the West Greenwich elected officials. One
alternative that Goodman considered the most practicable and effective included a
public information conference to be held as soon as possible. In order to lessen the
burden to the town, the public forum could be funded and sponsored by the Rhode
Island Department of Economic Development. In addition , he suggested that the
proposed developers, Capital Gaming International, was probably not aware of the
concept of home rule charter in New England. Most gaming enterprise
representatives were accustomed to dealing with county bureaucrats and were not
concerned about the skepticism of many local residents . At the end of our
conversation, he offered to be available at any time for further assistance.

•

One of the last people contacted that day was Trenton Wright, principal owner of
Community and Business Strategies, Inc . As a planning con sultant working in
Willimantic , Connecticut, he was a recognized authority on economic development
and locally unacceptable land uses (LULU's). His most recent experience included
agreement negotiations between a tire burning plant and a local host community. He
discussed potential consideration s for West Greenwich, should the proposed casino be
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approved, and added a variety of impacts be reviewed by West Greenwich decision
makers which included:
I) the routing of traffic and maintenance impacts on local roads;
2) the issue of employment and jobs--what are the types of occupations and wages
paid; and will there be local hiring and how much?
3) legal options for the town should include the right to arbitration prior to
litigation; and,
4) the developers should be required to finance and supply the town with
transportation and environmental impact studies.
•

Unable to confirm a meeting that included West Greenwich officials, writer/planner
met with Wright at the West Greenwich Town Hall to discuss potential strategies.

•

In an attempt to confirm the town's legal position, writer/planner spoke with

representatives from both the Governor's and State Attorney General's offices.
Governor Sundlun's chief legal counsel and spokesperson Elizabeth Murdock
Meyers, said that the Governor's administration had been meeting regularly with the
Narragansett Indian Tribe since July, 1994, and those proceedings were valid
Assistant Counsel Alan Shaw of the U.S. Attorney General's office maintained that
one or both of the following was necessary for Governor Sundlun's West Greenwich
compact to be constitutionally sound: I.) General Assembly consent, and 2.) a
majority vote from the state, as well as host community constituents.
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August 31:
Based upon notes of these conversations, writer/planner summarized the data
collected and mailed the information to each member of the Town Council and
Planning Board. In the packet sent to the Town Council President, writer/planner
requested him to contact the planning office, as he was increasingly difficult to reach
by telephone.
•

Prior to mailing this information, writer/planner telephoned Howard Foster, Ph.D. at
URI' s Community Planning and Area Development to familiarize him with the
situation and ask for his views. Writer/planner expressed concern about how to
address the inaction of the elected officials and the demands of local residents.
Discussions then focused on professional and ethical dilemmas. Writer/planner did
not intend to jeopardize the CPAD department's reputation, nor misrepresent the
internship position by "doing the wrong thing" . Foster affirmed writer/planner's
actions were within boundaries of professional conduct and further advised he would
be available for participation in a non-partisan panel discussion . We also discussed
options for panel participants, locations, and dates to propose to West Greenwich
decision makers.

•

A teacher at the West Greenwich junior/senior high school telephoned writer/planner
to request assistance and stated:
1) student reporters for the school publication were interested in learning more
about the West Greenwich gambling casino initiative;
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2) students were unable to get detailed information about the local compact
between Town Council member and the Narragansett Indian Tribe; and,
3) students felt their voting parents/guardians were deprived of "official"
information on issues proposed by the gambling casino compact.
Further discussions examined opportunities such as a school sponsored assembly with
parents and the general public invited to attend. The format could be a "point
/counter point" discussion which would explore issues of gambling, identify local
sentiments on the issue, and identify potential impacts to the town. We also discussed
a format where the students could interview various decision makers and the
developers about the proposal. Writer/planner informed the teacher that the
discussion would be conveyed to the Town Council and other elected officials.
•

Before leaving the office that day , Town Council President advised planning office to
postpone any activity on public meetings.

September 1:
•

Town Council members held their monthly General Meeting in the Exeter-West
Greenwich Regional Junior Senior High School. The purpose of the meeting was to
discuss whether or not West Greenwich residents should be allowed the opportunity
to vote on the proposed casino compact. The Town Council President opened the
meeting and stated representatives for the gambling casino developers and the
Narragansett Indian Tribe were scheduled to address the crowd.

•

Writer/planner met with West Greenwich town solicitors to provide them information
which had been compiled to date; and also met with Capital Gaming International
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representatives who were accompanying Lloyd Wilcox, the Narragansett Tribal
spokesperson.
•

During his address, Wilcox assured town residents that the Narragansetts would build
a facility comparable in quality and style to Foxwoods Casino and Resort in Ledyard,
Connecticut. The crowd became boisterous and before Wilcox could finish his
comments, angry residents shouted angry protests at the "arrogant presence of the
developers, as well as the Governor's gall at pushing the compact down our throats".

•

The Town Council was not able to quiet the crowd, however, before adjourning the
meeting, they did vote to approve a local referendum on the November ballot.

•

Writer/planner obtained a copy of Governor Sundlun's compact, reviewed the text,
and later that week forwarded comments to the town council members (For summary
of comments, see Figure 5. in Appendix)

•

The following day writer/planner continued to hold meetings with town Planning
Board members . Discussions focused on identifying workable solutions which
addressed the tensions, and sense confusion that overshadowed the situation.

•

In addition to the strained relationship with elected officials, writer/planner noticed
the business atmosphere at the municipal offices, which was generally calm and
orderly, had become chaotic and fretful. Many employees were overwhelmed by
endless inquiries from residents and attention from local and international media; and
preferred the entire ordeal "just end so the town could get back to normal".

•

Writer/planner sympathized with their anxiety; cautioned them about the possibilities
of unprecedented and fundamental change to the "normal" way of life if the casino
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initiative was implemented and discussed the need to publicly inform residents about
the opportunities and the constraints of such a proposal. While one group of
employees feared grave social and environmental disruption, others openly welcomed
the changes from a casino gambling facility and dismissed the situation as "nothing to
get worked up over".
•

During the Planning Board's September meeting, members did not hold discussions
about residents concerns of the proposed casino. However, casual conversation
among members of the Board revealed some dissension between members who
questioned the role they should play in the gambling casino issue, and those who
expressed confidence in the Town Council's abilities. Further, some members stated
they looked forward to job opportunities with the gambling casino-- whether
managerial or service oriented - they favored expanded employment possibilities

September 11:
•

The Town Council met for the Regular Monthly meeting and approved the gambling
casino initiative be included on the November election ballot. After the meeting,
Town Council President stated he would be in charge of the casino project and
suggested writer/planner focus on "other administrative procedures" in the planning
office.

Writer/planner agreed to suspend further research on the casino project, but could not
ignore the many public inquiries received by the planning office. Therefore, a resource
file was established at the town ' s free library , to which to refer callers. The Town
Council President was informed of this decision and made no objection.
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September 16:
•

Opponents of the proposed West Greenwich casino gathered to form an advocacy
group: Residents Against Gambling Establishments (RAGE). The group's leader,
Ellen Sidbury contacted the planning office to express concern over the "clandestine"
manner in which elected town officials handled the gambling casino issue, and said
that people did not want to be seen with her or give her their names for fear of
reprisals from "higher ups". In addition, she expressed curiosity over the closed door
policy that prevailed since the debut of the issue--first the Governor and now locally
elected town officials continued to exclude or limit public access to information.

September 21:
•

Writer/planner learned of the first meeting to be held between West Greenwich Town
Council and Narragansett Tribal Council members, and contacted the town solicitor
for specific details.

•

Solicitor stated the meeting would be broadcast over the TCI Cable Television
network, and the issues to be discussed during the meeting agenda included projected
traffic counts and transportation; disruption to the scenic landscape; the handling of
water and waste; and future land acquisition policies.

•

Writer/planner inquired as to how to respond to similar issues and concerns which
continued to be directed to the planning office, and whether or not town officials had
considered any options which would include more public participation

•

Solicitor responded that nothing was accomplished during previous public meetings,
and given the complexity of the situation, "only chaos would result from a public
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process; the telecast meetings should be sufficient; and an local information center
was being opened within the next few days".
•

Writer/planner expressed enthusiasm and inquired about who the sponsor was
Solicitor's reply -- the "Narragansett Indians of course".

•

Writer/planner asked about who would represent the "other side"; provide technical
analysis of the proposal; and respond to concerns expressed by residents?

•

Solicitor said all inquiries should be directed to him or the Town Council President.

Electronic Town Meeting Broadcasts
Following are writer/planner's notes of town's first "telecast" meeting:
•

Indian Tribal spokesperson, Lloyd Wilcox assured the viewing public of the
Narragansett 's interest in preserving the forested landscape and the natural
environment and stated, "the trees are our grandfathers ... we have tremendous
respect for the land of our ancestors ."

•

Town Council President, expressed concern about the tribe 's intentions for future
expansion of Indian holdings beyond the proposed 300 acre site; Wilcox said the
proposed acreage should be adequate, and added "if property owners approached
them, the Narragansetts would consider any offers."

•

Tribal Councilman Byron Brown spoke about the pride of the Narragansett Indians
and how they have tremendous respect for the natural environment. He added they
were pleased with the rural setting in West Greenwich , and would do their best to
keep the property clean and treed and; commercial strip development along Victory
Highway would not be promoted.
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•

Town Council President encouraged the Tribe to sponsor a public information forum
to address the concerns of residents, and stated, "at previous meetings, too many
people screamed and hollered so much that we (the Council) could not get anything
done".

In subsequent conversations with Town Council President, writer/planner expressed
concerns about the problematic nature of their private compact negotiations, as well as
the implicit assumptions of meeting formats with TCI Cable telecast:
I. When Town Council members elected to participate in compact negotiations, they
assumed the gambling casino proposal was officially approved for West Greenwich the Council acted as though it was a done deal;
2. The Council assumed residents owned and/or had access to television broadcast
serviced by TCI cable, and;
3. The Council assumed residents were only interested in a unilateral information
di ssemination process, and were satisfied to watch and not participate in the
discussions .

Last Weeks of September
•

Many municipal employees who worked at the Town Hall during the evening hours
complained they were unable to view the meetings; the Town Council President
assured a video copy of all meetings would be made available.

•

During telephone conversations with writer/planner, the town 's Council members and
Solicitors justified the private and hasty nature of their compact negotiations and
stated "certain events had dictated immediate action". Town Council President said
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he had spent close to twenty-four hours a day on the gambling casino compact
negotiations; he felt overwhelmed by the worldwide media attention and the incessant
inquiries from the local residents ; the scrutiny from other municipal representatives,
and; his family's livelihood had been seriously disrupted.
•

In an attempt to stimulate conversation and diffuse the unresponsive attitude of
elected officials, writer/planner acknowledged the sense of urgency and personal
pressures cited by the elected officials, and went on to discuss successful options
utilized by communities in similar situations. One example suggested options utilized
to engage elected officials and local residents in various public decision making
processes.

•

Options proposed to the West Greenwich elected officials included :
1) Together with the town officials, the planning office could create a select
committee of various residents and other experts with the charge of managing the
gambling casino issue;
2) Create an advisory group whereby the planning office solicit assistance from
profe sional Planning colleagues, Universities and Colleges, chambers of commerce;
local and state representatives; Rhode Island Department of Transportation, Historic
Preservation Societies, Department of Economic Development, Department of
Environmental Management; and any other agencies identified as potential resources;
3) if municipal funds allow, contract for a consultant to facilitate public

information forums.
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Discrepancies In Previously Implemented Planning Processes
Writer/planner had worked with the previous West Greenwich Town Planner, Ann
Skiver, and felt procedures implemented through the planning office under Skiver's
guidance were representative of fair public participation policies. Writer/planner
contacted Skiver to ask her view of the casino compact situation. Skiver was confused
and angered by the inaction of the Town Council and suggested writer/planner initiate
dialogue with the Planning Board. Writer/planner researched municipal archives and
official planning documents ; and based upon the data, recommended to Planning Board
Vice-Chair that the casino proposal be included in the October meeting agenda and
referenced the Land Use and Planning Enabling Act, "Other duties of a planning board or
commission:
(a) A planning board or commi ssion established under the provi sions of this chapter shall
make studies and prepare plans and reports on the needs and resources of the community
with reference to its physical, economic, and social growth and development as affecting
the health , safety, morals, and general welfare of the people. The stud ies, plans, and
reports shall concern but shall not necessarily be limited to the following: ... (e) a plannin g
board or commi ssion shall have authority to call upon other departments, boards , and
committees of the ci ty or town and upon regional, state, and federal agencies for
information and assistance necessary to the performance of its duties and shall cooperate
with the city or town , regional , state, and federal agencies on matters of community ,
regi onal , and state planning and development

(Division of Planning, Rhode Island

Department of Administration , 1992. Handbook Number 7: 45-22-7).
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OCTOBER
Prior to the start of the Planning Board's General Meeting of October 3, 1994, the local
television and radio media had set up cameras and microphones in the meeting hall.
•

Writer/planner sensed the Planning Board members were restless and agitated. The
meeting followed the customary agenda with discussions focused on zoning appeals,
site plan reviews and other matters, until the Planning Board Chair called attention to
agenda item listed under New Business: 1) Discussion of proposed Narragansett
Indian Tribe/Capitol Gaming International casino.

•

After a few moments of conversation among themselves, various Board members
asked who had approved the agenda item, and why .

•

Writer/planner asserted consultation between she and other board members indicated
the need to publicly discuss impacts of the proposed gambling casino, and expressed
additional concerns that influenced the decision to initiate discussion :
1. the town did not have a comprehen sive community plan that post dated 1965 ;

2. the updated zoning ordinance was not approved and;
3. locally elected officials resisted open discussion about potential impacts of the
casino gambling development proposal
The Planning Board Chair responded that no action would be taken until the Town
Council request assistance from the planning board. The meeting ended and there was no
further discussion .
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Political Pressure on Professional Judgment
October 4:
•

The following morning, the council president telephoned the planning office. He
expressed anger about telephone calls he had received concerning the casino
gambling proposal that was placed on the Planning Board Meeting Agenda. He stated
that clearance from him was necessary for future discussion items. Writer/planner
inquired about previous policy and advised she had not been challenged on agenda
protocol in the past; why now? He replied that planner was to deal with the sand and
gravel permitting problem and leave the casino situation to him and the solicitors.

•

The local clerk of canvassers informed planning office that voter registration was
brisk and more than ten percent of town's 3083 voters had registered over the last few
weeks .

•

Approximately 3700 West Greenwich residents received a video cassette through the
U.S. Postal Service. The advertising film , sponsored by Capital Gaming
International , illustrated various Native American rituals characteristic of the
Narragansett Indian Tribe and their heritage in Rhode Island.

•

Writer/planner visited the Narragansett Indian Tribal Information Center which
featured native pictorial displays of customs and ceremonies, a West Greenwich site
plan and casino employment applications (See Appendix B). Writer/planner inquired
about more specific details of the proposed gaming facility; the demographics of the
tribe; whether there was a schematic blue print or scaled model of the casino; and
where to find out more about the specifications of the proposed facility . The public
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information center representatives said they were hired by Capital Gaming
International , and were photographic and cultural experts of the Narragansett Indian
Tribal Nation. They did not have specific information about the site specifications,
only job applications for any resident that wished to apply for a position with the
proposed facility .

October 12:
•

Members of the Narragansett Indian Tribe, along with representatives from Capital
Gaming International offered the first public viewing of West Greenwich casino
gambling site ; a large group of residents gathered outside to voice their opposition to
the casino gambling initiative.

October 13:
•

An announcement was issued from the town clerk's office: "The West Greenwich
Town Council , at its October 12, 1994 meeting voted to hire William R. Lepak to
work in the Planning Department ...21 hours per week for 60 days on an interim basis .
The effective date of hire is October 17, 1994" (Interoffice Memorandum , 1994).

•

Lepak graduated from the University of Rhode Island, Community Planning and Area
Development (CP AD), and had planning experience, most notably with the
development of the Emerald Square Mall in Massachusetts .

•

Neither Lepak nor writer/planner was made aware of the other' s employment status ;
writer/planner inquired about employment status; Town Council President replied
writer/planner was still considered one of the interim town planners, and looked
forward to working with both planners.
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October 16 -17:
•

Writer/planner participated in the annual conference in Newport, Rhode Island
sponsored by the American Planning Association, and attended a session on

"Gambling Casinos and Gaming as Economic Development Strategies " . The
session presented a panel discussion with gaming enterprise representatives and local
economic development experts. The panel was followed by a question and answer
period from the audience . The forum offered a wide variety of perspectives on the
opportunities and constraints offered by gaming and especially, gambling casinos.

October 20:
•

The Town Council President announced an agreement between the Narragansett
Indian Tribe and the Town of West Greenwich had been completed.
Writer/planner communicated to the Council President her concerns about the long
range nature of the compact. Any agreement that would govern the lives of resi dents

•

Narragansett Indian Tribe and Capital Gaming mailed out a second video cassette to
residents of West Greenwich. The subject matter included environmental awareness
and advertisements for employment at "the future Narragansett Gambling Casino".

Writer/planner viewed video cassette and communicated to Council and Board members
concerns about the lack of substantive information, and that residents expressed
similar frustrations to the planning office.
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NOVEMBER:
•

During the first week, writer/planner continued to train with the new planner;
prepared for the next Planning Board meeting; and shared responsibility to respond to
telephone inquiries from residents and the media about the West Greenwich gambling
casino initiative.

•

Writer/planner did not attend the November Planning Board General Meeting due to
scheduling conflicts with graduate school.

November 7:
Five communities asked for voter approval to host a gambling casino in their locale:
Providence, Pawtucket, Lincoln , Coventry (casino and golf course resort complex) and
West Greenwich.
•

After West Greenwich Town Council members announced a compact had been made
between the Narragansett Indian Tribe and the town, they declared they had done their
part to protect the town and would wait for voter outcome.

•

The local journalists predicted a real "cliffhanger" on election day.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS
Information is a source of power in the planning process ... Whether or not power corrupts,
the lack of power surely frustrates. Planners know this only too well. They often feel
overwhelmed by the exercise of private economic power, or by politics, or by both
(Forester, 1982).
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Introduction

The primary focus of this project is to examine the values for analyzing a set of decisions
which led to actions made in response to a controversial community issue. More
specifically, this chapter will utilize the theoretical framework discussed in Chapter Two
to describe how and why the writer/planner responded to a situation which presented
professional and ethical concerns during the time of study. The findings reflect research
undertaken to provide insight into the dynamics between the writer/planner' s observable
actions, that is the professional planning activities; and the non-observable personal
views , thoughts, feelings, and value commitments during the time of study.

Writer/planner' s professional and ethical principles conflicted with those of other
participants in the case example. More specifically, the issues of conflict related to
principles of loyalty, accountability, and serving the public interest. The descripti ve steps
in this section include di scussions on:
I.

defining the issues; describing the contextual characteristics of the situations

2.

analyzing the action s and types of planning related activities; describing how issues
were perceived and articulated by writer/planner; and participants involved

3. articulating specific contextual and personal factors that influenced writer/planner's
behavior; examining why course of action was justified
4. measuring the consequences or implications
The summary of the discussion s are illustrated in the following table.
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Table 3. Professional Plannin_g_ Activities and
Ethical Concern+
and Issue
Benefiting
Scenario*
(a)

Subs~uent

Details

Tactics

Outcomes - Effects
of Tactics

(b)

(c)

I. technical data
reporting

I. obligation to
inform stakeholders

I . to inform elected
officials, and others
of potential impacts
of proposal

I. no action from
elected officials

2. identify
resources and
propose alternatives
for informing the
public

2. obligation to
citizens and
commitment to a
participatory process
of decision making

2. pressure on
elected officials to
change or develop a
position

2. electronic town
meeting format
limited access to
decision making
process by planner
or constituents

3. substantive issue
placed in Planning
Board's meeting
agenda

3. obligation to
inform constituents,
elected and
appointed officials

3. dramatize the
vulnerable status of
the town and the
long range
implications of no
action option

3. no action from
members of the
Planning Board

Source: Howe and Kaufman ( I 985) adapted
*scenario depicts the behavior in situation involving dilemma
+as based upon the AICP/APA Code of Ethics

Notes: Further analysis of each action item follows the table format:

(a) Ethical Concern and Issue Benefiting
I . Ethical concern: loyalty to agency versus public interest;

Issue Benefiting: writer/planner began with straightforward objective to provide elected
officials with independent, non-partisan information concerning the gambling casino
proposal ; the elected officials were expected to disseminate information to local
constituents; however, anecdotal evidence revealed that elected officials proceeded with
private meetings
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2. Ethical concern: duties of justice and a participatory decision making process

Issue Benefiting: Writer/planner's objective was to stimulate public interest and citizen
participation; writer/planner sought out ways to inform the community residents and
public at large about the issues and consequences to the town, of the gambling
development proposal; writer/planner did this without authority from Council President
who disallowed public meetings; however writer/planner continued to provide
information kept on file at the public library
3. Ethical concern: determining the role of the planning process in the political system

Issue benefiting: Writer/planner's objective was to improve communication and facilitate
an open, fair process which represented a broad range of interests

Motivations To Act
(b) Tactic:
I. Motivation was to facilitate open and fair information dissemination and decision
making process; writer/planner assumed primary obligation was to provide information
and independent professional advice to elected officials-- who are in turn accountable to
the local constituents
2. Motivation was to acknowledge broad participation representing various stakeholders
and multiple interest groups
3. Motivation was to undo static position held by the Planning Board and provide for
non-partisan information and exchange of ideas on the substantive issue; writer/planner
felt the Planning Board members were legally required by the state planning guidelines to

discuss proposals for any land development within their community
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Measuring The Consequences
(c) Outcomes:
1. elected officials distanced themselves from writer/planner by not responding to written
correspondence or telephone requests; they held private meetings with developers;
electronic town meetings were used as communication; and unilateral decisions were
issued from the top (elected officials) down to the public
2. public was shut out of decision making process; no collaborative process was
implemented for presenting non-partisan information regarding nature of development
proposal ; residents felt elected and appointed officials did not provide necessary
information to make informed choices
3. Planning Board refused to discuss the technical analysis of planning related impacts of
the proposed development project and deferred decisions to the Town Council President

Role of Planning In Politics
As control was exerted by elected and appointed officials, the results were unpredictable,
unexpected, and ultimately very frustrating for writer/planner who was committed to a
participatory decision making process. This begs the question: how effective was the
planner in this case example? Some theories provide insight.

Elizabeth Howe (1994), writes that a study on ethics cannot avoid the question of
whether the ethical values held and acted on by planners serve the public well. The
AICP/APA code is only a starting place. Career staff planners work in public
bureaucracies and have input into but certainly not control over the outcomes of planning
deci sions. They are officially charged with serving the interest not of single individual
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clients but those of a whole community, whether a city, region, or a state. Because of
this, their role is played not in some one-to-one relationship but through the political
process. Planners' own ideas of what would best serve the interests of the community are
only one element in a complex process of determining public policy related to
development. Their expertise and professional charge relate to developing plans and
recommending ways in which such plans can be implemented. The process is likely to
involve considerable input by citizen groups and by developers or service providers who
have a direct financial stake in the plans implementation. The final decisions are
ultimately in the hands of appointed officials, such as plan commissioners or members of
an executive board; and then of elected officials, such as council members.

Identifying Professional Resources
Once the issue was perceived and articulated, writer/planner elicited support from
colleagues and professional group members. The table below illustrates those with whom
writer/planner consulted during the time of study.
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TABLE 4. Who Writer/Planner Conferred With to Resolve Issues

FORMAI.JLEGAL

Town Council President;
Town solicitor;
West Greenwich Planning
Board members;
Town engineer;
Town Tax assessor;
Personnel from Board of
Canvasser's office

INFORMAL
ASSOCIATIONS

INFORMAL
PROFESSIONAL
GROUPS

Colleagues from graduate
school;
Interested citizen groups;
Town commission
members; Fellow municipal
employees in West
Greenwich office

URI Alumni;
URI Professors;
President of Rhode Island
Chapter of AP A and other
members; Town Planners in
communities neighboring
West Greenwich;
Attendees and panel
representatives at APA
Conference in Newport;
Professional Planners in
Rhode Island,
Massachusetts, Connecticut
and Colorado

Source: Feld and Foster (1990) adapted

Justifying Course Of Action

How did writer/planner justify the course of action in the case example? From
writer/planner's personal perspective, all three action scenarios and subsequent planning
related activities allowed for some degree of discretion on writer/planner's part, that is, to
act or not. The framework for examining issues such as role orientation, value
commitment, orientation toward agency, citizen participation, and subsequent outcomes
are summarized in the table below .
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Table 5. A Framework for Describing Ethical Issues

Ethical Principle

Classify Issue as
Clearly/Probably
an Ethical Issue

Ideal Versus
Actual Role: Sense
of Dissonance

Images of "Role"

(a)

(b)

(c)

Duties of Justice
1. to provide
independent
professional advice

1. not clear, then
very clear

1. initial
satisfaction;
later frustration

2. to be responsive
to the public

2. initially -very
clear

2. frustration and
confusion

3. freedom from
political pressure on
technical judgment
and procedural
openness

3. initially - very
clear

3. frustration and
confusion

facilitator of
planning process
that is open , fair and
responsive to
multiple interests

Accountability
2. to be responsive
to the long range
public interest

shift in obligation :
first to the elected
officials directly ;
then to the larger
"public interest"

Serving the Public
Interest
1. concern of Jong
range impacts
2. equity in location
of de velopment
project
3. housing, services,
transportation, land
use, environment
Source: Howe ( 1994) adapted

to make the
planning process
open to broad range
of interests ; to
provide more
equitable
distribution of
information

Notes: Further analysis of each item foll ows the table format.
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(a) How easily did writer/planner identify what action to take

1. Not clearly defined: the elected officials did not respond to any information that was
generated from planning office
2. Very clear: writer/planner discussed issues with vice-chair of Planning Board, who
supported public participation because the planning office and the Planning Board's past
policy was open and participatory
3. Very clear: local residents frequently contacted writer/planner's office for information
about the proposed gambling casino development

Images Of Role

(b) Ideal Role versus Actual Role
The comments below describe the role of writer/planner and how it changed as the nature
of the controversial situation changed.
1. As it became evident that council was not responding to writer/planner' s request for
guidance on responding to public inquirie s, writer/planner reassessed the situation and
determined the participatory process would be altered or compromised by elected officials
who felt public involvement was problematic
2. writer/planner was unable to facilitate open discussion on gaming at the direct order of
the elected and appointed officials
3. static nature of Planning Board was unshakable
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With all three scenarios, writer/planner initially saw her role as facilitating the planning
process in a manner which had been cultivated through graduate school education , and
reinforced by the previous five months of experience in the planning office.

Political Pressure

Elected and appointed decision makers distanced themselves from the planning office and
put pressure on writer/planner not to participate in public discussions concerning the
gambling proposal. They ordered her to focus attention on the other "hot topic": the
permit for expansion of locally owned gravel and mining operation. Writer/planner was
confused and frustrated about how to proceed, as well as angry.

Relating these findings to theories put forth by scholars such as Howe (1994 ),
writer/planner' s position as participant observer shows that some aspects of the planning
"scenarios" were more clearly defined than others. For example, the first objective--of
providing independent professional advice to the Town Council and Planning Board-was clear and writer/planner had no trouble identifying with role as technical advisor.
Yet, when the elected officials did not wish to include the public in the decision making
process, writer/planner was troubled about what to do.

Similar to the experience in the case example, Howe (1994) describes the situation thi s
way : It is largely the emphasis on the relation ship between espoused theory and actual
performance, between what planners wanted to do and what they could do . The Town
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Council justified their position by claiming that the "urgency" of the situation did not
allow for public input, and that the public disruption from the first meeting made them,
(the council and the solicitor) decide limiting the public involvement was in the best
interest of providing for the welfare of the town.

However, writer/planner's research and discussions with other professional colleagues
clearly discounted this argument. Throughout the state, town planners and officials were
conducting public meetings relative to the issues of host communities and gambling
casino proposals. In addition, colleagues related suggestions for facilitating public
forums , with clearly defined objectives, that would allow for more orderly public
discussions.

Value Commitments
Writer/planner concurs with Howell Baum ( 1988), who writes both personal role
orientations and the politically and bureaucratically complex nature of planning make it
difficult for planners to see results from their work--to make what they wanted to do
match what they could do.
Values held by writer/planner as experienced in the case example include:
1. values the commitment to planning for the future and notions of the long range nature
and the impacts for the "consumers" of the proposed plan; and therefore, values
participatory process in the decision making process; values the notion of identifying who
has the power and control of which resources (such as information)

IOI

2. values the notion of equity and identifying the potential gains and losses to whom;
planning is essentially about providing choices and a key factor in making informed
choices is an open fair representation of information; values the notion of identifying
whose interests are served by proposed plans;
3. values the relationship between elected and appointed representatives and their
constituents; values the obligation to openly discuss plans that affect the residents and
communities they serve
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS

The moral imagination of students needs to be stimulated. Ethical judgments are
involved, sometimes explicitly but more often implicitly, in many planning activities.
Part of the challenge to those teaching ethics in planning schools is to help charge up the
ethical batteries of students so that they see more clearly the pervasive ethical dimensions
involved in planning work (Kaufman, 1993).
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In the final analysis, the outcome of the events in the case example revealed local
constituents resolved the controversial issue -- despite attempts by elected decision
makers to close the decision making process:
"Rhode Islanders proclaimed a resounding no to casino gambling anywhere in the
state. The West Greenwich Proposal No. 16, on the state ballot, was rejected by
54% of state' s voters, and 64% in West Greenwich" (Providence Journal Bulletin,
November 9, 1994).

Influences on Planners Behavior

As shown in the case example, writer/planner intervened in a perceived controversial
public policy situation which resulted in professional and ethical concerns. What
influences had an impact on the writer/planner' s role, and what key determinants served
as stronger than others? Why did writer/planner act as she did? According to Elizabeth
Howe (1994), the explanation must deal with factors that influenced writer/planner at
several different levels. In one sense, writer/planner acted as she did because of the
professional and ethical values explored in Chapter Four. The actions in the case
example were also shaped by more immediate influences which included the political
system of the town, as well as the writer/planner' s work environment.

Learning On The Job

Ultimately, the role of writer/planner in this case example also required a certain
minimum level of idealism and faith that ethical action was possible, expected, and not
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hopelessly naive. As experienced in the case example, writer/planner agrees with Howe
(1994) who writes, that some planners chose roles deliberately; others evolve into them.
The process of choice and evolution through experience is the result of the interaction
between the planner' s ethical values and personalities, and the nature of their political and
social environment.

Dependent Variables And The Role of Planners

If planners act from the base of ethical principles, committed to an open and fair process,
then the outcome of the process should be more responsive and fair to those served.
Different variables make up different people/planners. What kind of variables seem to
explain the difference in professional choices among planners? Probably the most central
variable is their role (Thomas, 1991 ). This project examined the various factors that
motivated writer/planner to behave in the manner as experienced in the case example.
The focus of this study is primarily on what might be thought of as "dependent

I

variables", that is, the way writer/planner defined ethics, the ethical dilemmas she faced
on the job, and how they had been dealt with. The various "independent variables"
include the role writer/planner played; the ideas writer/planner had about the public
interest; and the organizational factors influencing writer/planner' s behavior. The table
below was utilized by Howe (1994), and is adapted here to facilitate the objectives of this
study.
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Table 6. Variables in the Study
Independent Variables

Dependent Variable

Personal Background

Approach to Ethics
Scope/Breadth

•

female ; degree candidate for Master in
Community Planning; age 35; born and lived
twenty years in Denver, Colorado; childhood
home was in an urban neighborhood; raised in
the Christian religion ; both parents were
college educated-- father, a career professional
and mother a homemaker

•

liberal/moderate

(see previous tables and comments)

Substance of Ethics:
issues raised/ principles used

Political

Values/Substantive Values
•
•
•

value the basic tenets of human dignity and
the right to decent opportunities for all
value the preservation of the natural
environment wherever possible,
value the independent analysis of data to
allow for choice whenever possible

•
•
•

technical data reporting/obligation to public as
ultimate client
infonnation dissemination/open, fair process
agenda item and political pressure on
professional judgment/obligation of board to
discuss proposals that affect the lives of the
constituents

Actions

Characteristics of Work Environment

(see previous tables and comments)
•

local municipality, large rural suburb with low
population density

•

Agency: sole employee -town planner

Professional Influences
Ideal versus
Actual Role
•
•

proactive, administrator of planning related
obligations;
accountable to town council and planning
board

Nature of Issues
(degree of difficulty in making choice)
•
•
•

Choice of Strategy

Attitude about Citizen Participation
•
•

committed to participatory process and public
involvement
role is to facilitate public and officials as
decision makers

Ideas of Public Interest
Role of Public - Role of Decision Maker
•

committed to the role of the planner as
facilitator of the process in open, fair process
to multiple interests

some decisions to act were more difficult than
others
detennine whose interest is served
long tenn consideration of impacts

Action Taken
•
data collection to superiors, propose public
participation, introduce agenda item
Outcome
•
no action taken by elected officials
Justification
•
legally required
•
ethical obligations
•
professional principles and personal
commitments

Source: Howe (1994) adapted
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Outcomes

Initially writer/planner experienced high quality job satisfaction because the personal
values and professional commitments (to the planning process), she held were in
agreement with elected and appointed officials. When the casino gambling proposal was
introduced, the former process for analyzing public policy was immediately altered.
As experienced in the case example, arguments put forth by other writers (Howe, 1994)
are supported by the evidence. For example, while writer/planner experienced little
difficulty articulating perfectly acceptable ethical principles which she wished to live by,
those san1e principles were difficult to put into practice. Writer/planner felt the
controversial nature of the substantive issue (casino compact), should not change the
planning process.

Recommendations: Education as a Force for Change

While codes of professional conduct may tend to operate as support for ethical positions
rather than as a shaping force, professional education would be a way in which the ethical
values of new planners could be shaped. Many basic ethical values seem to be set in
childhood, and planning schools can only assume that people come with them, but the
application of those principles to planning practice is something that planning school can
clarify. Values about the public interest and responsibility to officials might be more
clearly shaped, particularly for students who had not given these issues much thought.
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Codes For Shaping Action
Overall, education and professional support may well have less influence on ethical
values than other factors, such as childhood upbringing or the constraints inherent in a
local culture of planning, but these are the levers that are available to an organized
profession for trying to deliberately support and shape ethical action (Howe, 1994).
Exchange of Ideas
Further research should be done with professional planners, and in the face of change,
should explore the practical problems they face. Accounts by practitioners of how they
approach their work are invaluable for fellow practitioners, academics and students of
planning who wish to contribute to the discussion of effectively linking theory and
practice. There is a positive future for planning if planners recognize openly that
planning is a political activity, make their values explicit, and apply them consistently
(Crawley in Thomas, 1991).
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APPENDIX A
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ORGANIZATION CHART

ELECTORATE

elects

TOWN COUNCIL (5 members)

hires

Boards and Committees

~
\ ..

advise and inform

~~--Planning Board
(5 members plus one alternate)

MUNICIPAL DEPARTMENTS:
Public Safety, Public Works,
Finance, Parks and Recreation

Figure 4:

Organizational Chart (Appendix A)

HIGHLIGHT FROM THE COMPACT BETWEEN SUNDLUN AND
NARRAGANSETTS
•provided that the Narragansett Indian tribe operates the only gaming facility in the
state and provided that is located in West Greenwich (as defined in compact, p.2-3)
the tribe will contribute 16.5% of its gross revenues to the state. If however, any
other casino begins operation in the state, this percentage will drop to 2%. The state
will still be required to maintain all other provisions of the compact (Section l 4(b)(i),
(ii), (iii): 66-67)
•this is a minimum ten year commitment with the tribe (Section 15(a): 68)
• if the compact is approved and the legislature tries to adopt laws to regulate the
casino in any way that will cause a loss of profit, any negative impact on the casino's
profits will be accounted for and this amount of money will be deducted from the
money that is given to the state by the tribe (Section 15(h): 71-72)
• if there is any change in the federal tax laws regarding Indian gaming, the tribe will
sit down and negotiate the amount of money given to the state to take into account the
additional taxes that the tribe must pay. Worst case scenario is state would receive no
revenue from gaming casino (Section 19: 74)
• the state will pay for the costs of doing background and criminal record checks for
those people applying for jobs at the casino who need to be licensed as gaming
employee (Section 5(c): 26-27)
•if the Jai Alai Front on in Newport closes, the tribe shall be permitted to build their
own facility (Section 3(b)(v): 15)
•the tribe is entitled to run its own lottery games including telephone betting on them
(Section 3(b )(iii): 15)
• the tribal law enforcement agency shall have the authority to detain any non-Indian
for violations of state law and shall promptly transfer such person to the nearest state
police officer or facility for processing (Section 4( d) (iii): 21
• the state police shall have no authority to enforce Narragansett tribal laws unless
called upon for assistance by the tribe (Section 4(f) (iv): 24
• at the discretion of the tribal government, the Indian violator may be turned over to
the state police for processing under state law (Section 4(e)(iii): 22
•if the tribe wants to run special forms of betting games, all they are required to do is
to apply to the state gaming agency for approval~ if they do not hear from the state
agency within twenty business days, they are granted an automatic approval (Section
8(d): 47
•while the records of the gaming operation are open to state review, these records are
not open to public disclosure (Section 12(b): 58
• the tribe has been given pre-approval to serve and distribute liquor essentially in any
building on the site of their gaming facility be it the gaming floor or not (Section
13(b): 64
• the state does not have 24-hour liquor laws, but if this compact is passed, the state is
obligated to try and pass a law allowing it for the tribe's gaming facility (Section
13(b): 64
Figure 5:

Summary Comments of Governor Sundlun Compact (Appendix A)
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Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct.(Adopted October 26, 1990)
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clear and accurate information on planning
professional competence or accept wort
issues to citizens and governmental deci·
which cannot be perfonned with the promptsion-makcrs .
ness required by the prospective client or
4) A planner must strive to give citizens
employer, or which is required by the cirthe opportunity to have a meaningful im·
cwnstances Of the a.ssipunent.
pact on the development of plans and
8) A planner must no< reveal informaprograms. Participation should be broad
tion pined in a pro(essional relationship
enough to include people who lack formal
which the client or employer has requested
organization or influence.
be held inviolate. Exceptions to this require5) A planner must strive to expand
ment of non-<liscl0&ure may be made only
choice and opportunity for all persons .
when (a) required by process d law, or (b)
recognizing a special responsibility to plan
required to prevent a clear violation d law,
for the needs of disadvantaged groups and
or (c ) required to prevent a substantial
persons . and must urge the alteration of

injury to the public: . Disclosure pursuant to
(b) and (c) must not be made until after the

planner has verified the facts and issues
involved and, when practicable, has exhausted efforts to ob<ain reconsideration of
the matter and has sought separate opinions
on the issue from other qualified profcs·
sionals employed by the client or employer.

The Plaaaer'1 Rnpoa1lblllcy
to die Proreuloa and to Collcqucs

C. A planner should contribute to the
development of the profession by improving knowledge and techniques, making work
relevant to solutions of community problems, and increasing public undcrswiding
cl planninJ acrjvities . A plrnncr should
CRat fairly the professional vit:ws of quali· fied colleagues and members of other pro..
fessions.
I) A planner must protccc and enhance
the integrity of the profession and must be
responsible in criticism of the profession .
2) A planner must accurately represent
the qualifications. views .and findings of
colleagues.
·
3) A planner vbo ravieva the vori:
of other prof ... ionala rmaac do ao ill
• fair, cooaiderate, profeaaional
and equitable 11&J1J1er.
4) A planner must share the results of
experience and research which contribute
to the body of plannin& knowledge .
S) A planner must examine the applicability of planning theories. methods and
standards to the facts and analysis of each
particular situation and must not accept the
applicability of a customary soluiion without first establishing its appropriateness to
the situation .
6) A planner must contribute time and
infonnuion to the professional development of students. interns. beginning profes sionals and other colleagues .
7) A planner must strive to increase the
opponun.ities for women and members of
recocnized minorities to become pr0f~s
sional planners.
8) A planner •hall not comait &11
act of aeX11al barunient.

TH Plaaner's Selr-Rcspoa1ibilicy

D. A planner should strive for high
standards of professional integrity. profi ciency and knowledge .
I) A planner must nol commit a del iberately wrongful act which reflects adversely on the planner 's professional fitness .
2) A planner must respect the rights oi
others and . in particular. must not improperly discriminate against persons .
1Cont1nued l
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Ethics Advisories. The AJCP Code of Ethics and
Professional Conduct provides for advice by the
executive director on specific problems and questions concerning ethical behavior by membc:rs.
The AICP Ethics Committee asked that such
advice be codified as advisory rulings specified by
the code.

Advisory Ruling No. I: Sexual Harassment
Sexual harassment is unethical under the AICP
Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct . Sexual
harassment is also subject to penalty under law.
The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Com mission defines sexual harassment as: "Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors,
and other verbal or physical conduc1 of a sexual
nature constitute sexual harassment when: I)
Submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condmon of an
individual 's employment; 2) Submissi on to or
rejection of such conduct by an individual is used
as the basis for employment decisions affecting
such individual; or 3) Such conduct has the
purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with
an individual's work performance or creating an
intimidating, hostile, or offensive working envi ronment."
Two of the general principles in the Code are
applicable to specific instances of harassment:
Principle D (I) of the Code says that a plarmer
must not commit a deliberately wrongful act
which reflects adversely on the planner's profes- ·
sional fitness; and Principle D 12) of the Code says
that a planner must respect the rights of others
and, in panicular, must n0t improperly discrim inate against persons. Unlawful sexual harassment as defined by the EEOC is a deliberately
wrongful act.
Respecting the rights of others, under the
Code, requires a standard of behavior higher
than that defined as coercive or intimidating by
EEOC. Conduct that may not have illegal effect
may nevenheless be harassment. Joking or bantering about sexual subjects, comments suggesting sexual attractiveness, and comments
disparaging women or men or their abilities
generally may constitute petty harassment. If
any such behavior is found offensive, offended
persons should so say. The offensive behavior
becomes harassment if continued after the offender is notified.
Negligence or omission on the part of an
employer who is dismissive of a complaint of
~harassment, and encourages the complainant to be tolerant of the offense is itself a form of

harassment So 1s a deliberately false accusation
of sexual harassment.
Harassment is decidedly distinct from behavior occasioned when a genuinely mutual
affecti on springs up between co-workers. (May
19881

Advisory Ruling No. 2: Conflicts of Interest
When a Public Planner has a Stake in Private
Development
The Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct
addresses conflicts of interest in Principle B (3 ):
"A planner must not, without the consent of the
client or employer, and only after full disclosure,
accept or continue to perform work if there is an
actual, apparent, or .reasonably foreseeable conflict between the interests of the client or em ployer and the personal or financial interest of
the plarmcr or of another past or present client or
employer of the planner."
Conflicts of interest are reasonably foreseeable
when a planner attempts to serve a real estate
development client while also serving a public
agency that may have a role in reviewing or
approving projects of that client.
Inquiries from planners who contemplate combining activity in the real estate business with
public planning work have fallen int0 a pattern as
have the responses:
Real estate is a popular investment, and planners, knowing a lot about it, arc attracted tO it.
"I have an opportunity to invest in a small
development, but the proposal will come before
my agency for approval. What do you advise1 "
Don't do it. There are Other investment opportunities.
"What if it 's put in my wife's name?" Your
wife's financial interest is your financial interest
and yours is hers.
"But, when it comes before us, I will exclude
myself from the decision, and only other staff
members will recommend on the proposal. I
won't take part at all." Your colleagues work
with you, know that your interests are involved, and can't eliminate the influence of
your relationship with them, even if unexpressed.
"My influence really can be a positive one on
the developer. I know what would be good for the
public and can work for a good design." That's
what your agency is there for, and that's why it
has the power to review and approve.
"But what if I disclose everything t0 the director, and he gives his consent .. .1" He shouldn't.
I cenainly would advise him not to.

"I will work for a broker in a neighborin g
1unsd1ction across the state hnc . He doesn 't have
a license in that state." No, but some of his
colleagues do. And some of the dcc1s10ns affect ing the broker's business arc regional decisions
mvolving both jurisdictions.
A code of ethics should nm be a wha1-can -lget-away-with code . It should nm be tortured
into loopholes and technicalities that would al low a person to be formally correct while ethi cally wrong. The AICP Code looks for "more
than the minimum threshold of enforceable acceptability. It sets aspirational standards that
require conscious striving to attain ."
Developers can benefit from professional plan ning services al)d are just as entitled to fully
conscienti ous advocacy of their interests as a
public planning agency. A conflict of interest is
inherent, however, in any assumption of both
roles simultaneously.
There may also be a conflict when the roles
overlap. A planner may move from employment
by a public agency to employment by a private
client. A conflict arises as soon as discussion is
initiated for such a move. The public employer
must, therefore, be notified promptly that such
discussion has taken place whether or not it
matures in a change of employment. This is
decidedly earlier notice than is normal for a job
change and it is notice of a change that may not
take place. It is necessary, however, to guard
against the substa~tial conflicts that would occur
if a planner is. in a position to influence the
resolution of certain issues in public empl oy that
will later affect the interests of a new, private
employer.
Private planners and consultants who undertake work for a public agency, or change employment from private to public, must disclose any
conflicts or potential conflicts t0 the public agency
employer. (May 1988)

Advisory Ruling No. 3: Outside
Employment or Moonlighting
A plarmer's responsibility to an employer places
significant restraints on accepting work for employers outside of the full-time commitments t0
the primary employer. A full-time member of a
planning agency staff owes loyalty, energy and
powers of mind primarily to its service.
The Principles in the Code that concern conflict of interest IB(3)] and using an office to seek
special advantage IBl6)] must especially be applied.
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A planning staff member must take no em ployment outside of official duties unless such
employment creates oo conflict with those duties either in the interests to be served or in
competition for time and energy. If the planner
decides that there will be no such conflicts, then
outside employment must, in addition, receive
the explicit approval of the employer.
No outside employment must be undcnaken
if its performance will reduce the quality or
dispatch with wluch the staff member executes
pnmary responsibilities. The number of hours
and the scheduled times devoted to outside employment must not interrupt or interfere with
the time that the primary responsibilities demand.
Outside employment must never deal with
any matter that may require an action or recom mendation by the primary employing agency.
Neither must employment be taken with any
person or organization that does business with
any agency of the primary employer.
Public property must not be used for an y
private purpose including work that is performed
for other employers.
Principle B 17) says that "A planner must not
accept ... work beyond the planner's proicss10nal
competence or accept work which cannot be
performed with the promptness reqmred .. . .
Since the schedules, deadlines, priorities and un anticipated time demands of the primary employer must always take precedence, the volume
of outside work must necessarily be small and an
outside employer must be informed that prompt
execution will not necessarily be satisfied.
Both the planner requesting, and the authonty
giving, approval for outside employment should
consider the main justification for approval is a
demand for whatever special professional knowl edge and experience the planner has that is not

... .

~

... . ,

otherwise readily available. Service as a teacher
or instructor is outside employment that is most
justifiable and an unspecialized, general consulting practice least justifiable. (May 1988)

Advisory Ruling No. 4: Honesty
in the Use of Information
As professional givers of advice-advice that may
affect the well-being of communities and individuals for many years-we have a special obligation to cherish honesty in the information that
supports our advice.
Yet, many daily pressures do battle against
honesty. We are pressed to be effective advocates
for a community, a private client, an elected
administration or a .cause. A political agenda is
often formed before dispassionate study; those
who have campaigned for it then look with
passion for studies to support it. Decision-makers
may demand a greater degree of certainty, or
impose more rigorous criteria for decision, than
the capability of analysis or sufficiency of data
can satisfy.
The Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct
is filled with prescriptions for honesty:
A-3) "provide full, clear and accurate information on planning issues to citizens and govern mental decision-makers."
B-3) "only after full disclosure" (on conflicts of
interest)."
B-4) "must not ... through use of false or
misleading claims."
B-7) " must not accept ... work beyond the
planner's professional competence."
C-1) "must protect and enhance the integrity
of the profession."
C-2) "must accurately represent the qualifications, views and findings of colleagues."

0 -41 " must accurately represent !one's own !
professional qualifications, education and affiliations ."
In some situations, planners must not provide
full information . Planners frequently have the
role of negotiators whose effectiveness depends
on not disclosing final positions that are acceptable. And, as the Code points out, " the need to
provide full public information may compete
with the need to respect confidences." Information that is disclosed in such circumstances must,
however, be honest and accurate.
It is pan of professional conduct to communi cate our ethical standards to clients, employers
and the public. Communicating them early, before they need to be applied to a specific controversy, may ease pressures to abuse them .
There should be no need to explain what the
code requires as full, clear and accurate information. Half-truths, deceptions and undocumented
assertions don 't pass. A hall-truth is a whole lie.
Don't cook the numbers.
There is also a positive dut y on behalf of
ethical treatment of information. In reponing the
results of studies, planners must follow the scholar's rule of making it possible for others to follow
in our footsteps and check our work. Document
the sources of data. Repon the statistical procedures used, what was done to bring the raw data
into the form that is reported. What assumptions
were made at different stages in the study?
Public decision-makers must often leap beyond the cautions and reservations of a careful
study to achieve political solutions. Planners
must take pains that our studies and recommen dations are not wrongly interpreted, and that a
clear distinction is made between factual findings and policy decisions. (March 1991)

American Planning Association
Statement of Ethical Principles for Planning
The Board of Directors of the American Planning Association adopted this Statement of Ethical Pri.haples for
Planning at its meeting in New York City on April 26,
1987.
The statement is aimed at both practicing planners and
public planning officials (planning commissioners,
board of zoning appeals members, architectural review
commission members, etc.) and establishes guidelines

The Statement

for ethical conduct. It is intended to complement the
AICP Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct, which
applies to AICP members only.
Members of the AICP ethics committee included: Stuart Meck, chair; Carol D. Barrett, Richard Bickel, Jerome
L. Kaufman, Martin Wachs, Stephen A. Kaufman (ex
officio), J.D. Wingfield, Jr. (ex officio).

taged people, and urge changing policies, institutions,
and decisions that restrict their choices and opportunities.
5. Facilitate Coordination Through the Planning Process. The planner and public planning official must facilitate coordination. The planning process should enable
all those concerned with an issue to learn what other participants are doing, thus permitting coordination of activities and efforts and accommodation of interests. The
planner and official must ensure that individuals and
public and private agencies possibly affected by a
prospective planning decision receive adequate information far enough in advance of the decision.
6. Avoid Conflict of Interest. To avoid conflict of interest and even the appearance of impropriety, the public
. planning official who may receive some private benefit
) uom a public planning decision must not participate in
that decision. The private benefit may be direct or indirect, create a material personal gain, or provide an advantage to relations, friends, groups, or associations that
hold a significant share of the official's loyalty. An official
with a conflict of interest must make that interest public,
abstain from voting on the matter, not participate in any
deliberations on the matter, and leave any chamber in
which such deliberations are to take place. The official
must not discuss the matter privately with any other official voting on the matter. A private sector planner who
has previously worked for a public planning body on a
plan or project should not appear before that body representing a private client inco~ection with proposals affecting that plan or project foi titre 'yeai after the planner's
last date of employment With the planning body.
7. Render Thorough and Diligent Planning ·service.
The planner and public planning official must render
thorough and diligent planning service. Should the
planner or official believes/he can no longer render such
service in a thorough and diligent manner, s/he should
resign from the position. If the official has not sufficiently
reviewed relevant facts and advice affecting a public
planning decision, the official must not participate in that
decision.
8. Not Seek or Offer Favors. The BJ.11~~~~
and ~ublic planning official m
planiter and official must not dili.ect1N~.dil1edl:'V solicit
any gift or accept or receive any gift (whether in money,
--services, loans, travel, entertainment, hospitality,
promises, or in some other form) under circumstances
in which it could be reasonably inferred that the gift was
intended or could reasonably be expected to influence
them in the performance of their duties or was intended
as a reward.for anyrecommendatioe·n their
part. The priViie sector planner m
not offer · y gifts
or fawrs to influence the recommen ·
ecision of
a public sector planner or public planning official. The
private sector planner should oppose such action by a
client.
9. Not Disclose or Improperly Use Confidential Information for Fmanci.al Gain. The planner and public planning official must not disclose or improperly use
}
confidenmd1nformation for financial gain. The planner

J

j

and official must not disclose to others confidential information acquired in the course of th eir duties or use it to
further a personal interest. Exceptions to this requirement of non-disclosure may be made only when (a) required by process of law, or (b) required to prevent a clear
violation of law, or (c) required to prevent substantial in jury to the public. Disclosure pursuant to (b) and (c) must
not be made until after the planner or official has verified
the facts and issues involved, has exhausted efforts to obtain reconsideration of the matter, and has sought separate opinions on the issue from other planners or
officials.
10. Ensure Access to Public Planning Reports and
Studies on an Equal Basis. The public planning official
must ensure that reports and records of the public planning body are open equally to all members of the public.
All non-confidential information available to the official
must be made available in the same form to the public in
a timely manner at reasonable or no cost.
11. Ensure Full Disclosure at Public Hearings. The
public planning official must ensure that the presentation of information on behalf of any party to a planning
question occurs only at the scheduled public hearing on
the question, not in private, unofficially, or with other interested parties absent. The official must make partisan
information regarding the question received in the mail
or by telephone or other communication part of the public record.
12. Maintain Public Confidence. The public planning
official must conduct himself/herself publicly so as to
maintain public confidence in the public planning body,
the official's unit of government, and the official's performance of the public trust.
13. Respect Professional Codes of Ethics and Conduct.
The planner and public planning official must respect
the professional codes of ethics and conduct established
by the American Institute of Certified Planners (AICP)
Commmission and by several professions related to the
practice of planning. Professional codes commonly establish standards of professional conduct and include
provisions that protect the integrity of professional judgment and describe the professional's responsibility to the
public, clients, employers, and colleagues.
PROCEDURES FOR ADVISORY

Ennes OPINlONS

APA will provide advice and information on ethical concerns related to planning. Any person may file a written
request with the executive director of APA for an advisory opinion on the propriety of any planning conduct.
The request should contain sufficient facts, real or
hypothetical, to permit a definitive opinion. The executive director shall refer the matter to an ethics committee
appointed by the APA president.
After consultation with the APA ethics rommittee, the
executive director shall then provide a written advisory
opinion to the inquiring party. The opinion may be published if endorsed by the conunittee. Published opinions
shall not include actual names and places without the
written consent of all persons to be named .
VBB
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MAILING ADDRESS
TEL.

280 VICTORY HIGHWAY

397-5016

WEST GREENWICH
RHODE ISLAND 02817· 2113

*

AGENDA

*

PLANNING BOARD - REGULAR MEETING
MONDAY 3 OCTOBER 1994
7:30 P.M.
AGENDA:
CALL TO ORDER
ACCEPTANCE OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING
REVIEW OF APPLICATIONS & REQUEST FOR ADVISORY OPINIONS
- NONE REVIEW OF SUBDIVISIONS
1) Valley Brook Partners (Robert Cioe)
- replat due to engineering survey error
CORRESPONDENCE
1) Gervasini scheduling request
2) invoices from Maguire Group Inc
NEW BUSINESS
1) discussion of proposed Narragansett Indian Tribe/Gaming
International casino
- consideration to planning issues including benefits
and constraints;
will
sovereignty supersede local
planning and zoning authority; land use regulations,
water and natural resource conservation, etc.
OLD BUSINESS
ADJOURN
The Town of West Greenwich will provide interpreters for the hearing impaired at
any meeting provided a request is received 3 business days prior to said meeting.
An audio tape copy of the minutes will be provided if requested by a vision
impaired person at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting date.

Narragah~~it:-:: Tribe
()
0

/:I

··

Casino:
"':'.

- .

a.

l

West Greenwich, !ThodeJsland.

NARRAGANSETT TRIBAL
GAMING FACILITY
1.
2.
3.
4.

Print clearly and press firmly with a ball point pen.
Answer each question completely and accurately.
Read Certification and Release carefully.
Please sign where indicated.

Entry Date - - - - - - Seq# - - - - Personnel Rep.

Date

EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION

..J

<
z
0

fl)

Are you a member of the Narragansett Tribe or another federally recognized Tribe?

Date:

Name:---------------=-----------,..,....,-,...----- Social Security:
Fnt

Last

a::

Address:

Cl.

Telephone:

w

Oves

Ctty

!_ _ __

J_

Middle

Street

0No

State

Zip

c

w

a::
iii
w

c
z
0
E
fl)
0

=======

1.

IIIIIIII

2.
3.

FULL TIME:D

Part-time:D Temporary:D

Shilts/Days Off Preferred: _ _

(Personnel Only)

Requested Pay:

DUE TO THE NA TUR£ OF THE CASINO/HOTEL BUSINESS.
DAYS OFF AND SHIFTS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

Cl.

ffi

EMPLOYMENT DESIRED:

Do you have the legal right to work in the United States?
You will be required to present proof of identity and employment eligibility.

0Yes

0No

Are you 18 years of age or over?

0Yes

0No

Have you ever been convicted of a crime other than a traffic violation?

0Yes

0No

~

l5

II yes, Date :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ City:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Disposition:
SCHOOL, NAME AND LOCATION

z
0

Highest Grade
Completed

Type of Degree
or Diploma

High School

~
0

College

:::>
c
w

Graduate
Other Special Training
OFFICE SKILLS

...

"'~

FOREIGN LANGUAGE ABILITIES
fl)

..J
..J

52
fl)

Speak

Read

Write

1.

D

D

D

<

2.

D

D

D

Cl.

3.

D

D

0

..J

u
w
fl)

Typing D

Speed

Shorthand D

Speed

Dictating Machine D
Computer D

Word Processor 0

Type:

Other: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - MILITARY SERVICE: Are you a veteran of the U.S. Armed Forces?

Dves

DNo

Service Branch: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date Enlisted: - - - - - - - - Final rank: - - - - - - Date Discharge: _ __

Narrag&nsett Indian
'ITibal Infonnation Center
Constituent Opinion Form
Name:

Street Address:
Town:
Zip Code:
Telephone:
Date:
Concern:
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